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Abstract

Semiconductor nanowires are considered as promising candidates for integration in fu-
ture devices. The optimal functionality of such devices depend on the growth process of
nanowires. The Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) growth is the most common growth mecha-
nism of nanowires. In VLS, gas phase precursors decompose in presence of catalytic par-
ticles and after supersaturating the particles, solid nanowires start to nucleate and grow
from the seed particle. The precise control of the growth demands abundant experimen-
tal and modeling efforts. Because, the growth involves phase transformations and phase
formations, studying the phase equilibria of growth systems is important to understand
the mechanism. In this thesis, we have studied the phase equilibria of relevant materials
systems for nanowires by modeling the thermodynamics of the systems and providing
their phase diagrams.

We have used the well-established method for calculations of phase diagrams, the
semi-empirical CALPHAD method. Within CALPHAD, the Gibbs energy of all phases
in a thermodynamic system (i.e., gas, liquid and solid phases) is modeled based on their
physical/chemical structure. For each model, a few parameters are defined which will
be adjusted according to experimental data on the phase equilibria, crystal structure and
thermochemical properties of the system. CALPHAD can also be extended to nano-
scale systems by considering the contributions of the surface energies. This will add size-
dependent terms to the Gibbs energy models of the phases with which the size-dependent
diagrams can be calculated.

We have investigated the thermodynamics of the Au-In-Ga ternary system both ex-
perimentally and computationally. The measurements on the system were performed us-
ing relevant thermal, crystallographic, structural and compositional analysis techniques.
Using the Au-In-Ga phase diagram, we have explained the state of the seed particles in
Au-seeded III-V nanowires containing In and Ga. Another assessment that we have per-
formed is the computation of the size-dependent phase diagram of the In-Sb systems by
combining DFT calculations with CALPHAD modeling. We have also assessed As-Zn bi-
nary and As-Ga-Zn ternary systems be means of CALPHAD modeling. In future, we will
model the solubility of native defects and foreign impurities in GaAs phase. In addition,
we will extend the As-Ga-Zn database to a quaternary system containing Au. Eventually,
the As-Au-Ga-Zn system will be helpful for describing the phase equilibria of Au-seeded
and Zn-doped GaAs nanowire systems.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Faser och fasomvandlingar är fenomen som vi dagligen observer i vardagen. De flesta äm-
nen förekommer i olika faser. Till exempel, så existerar H2O som vatten (en vätska), is
(en fast fas) och vattenånga (en gas). Alla faser av H2O har samma kemiska sammansät-
tning men deras fysiska struktur skiljer sig åt. Genom att variera temperaturen och/eller
trycket, kan tillståndet hos H2O ändras. Vid atmosfärstryck, smälter is och övergår i
vätskefas vid 0 ◦C och omvandlas till vattenånga (kokar) vid 100 ◦C. Detta är exempel på
fasomvandlingar och dessa temperaturer är smält- och kokpunkten. Vid vissa tempera-
turer och tryck, kan vatten och ånga samexistera vilket innebär att vätskefasen är i jämvikt
med ångfasen. Detsamma gäller mellan fasta och flytande tillstånd av H2O, det vill säga
is och vatten. Dessutom finns det en unik temperatur och ett unikt tryck, där alla tre
faser av H2O samexisterar. Det är den så kallade trippelpunkten. Därmed, beroende på
temperatur och tryck kan mer än en fas finns. Vilken eller vilka faser av ett visst ämne
som förekommer vid ett visst tryck och en viss temperatur visas i ett fasdiagram.
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Water Salt

ice + salt crystals
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Figure 1: Vatten-salt-fasdiagrammet.

Halkbekämpning av isiga trottoarer och vägar med hjälp av salt är ett intressant vin-
tertida exempel av en fasomvandling. Att tillsätta salt till snön minskar smältpunkten hos
isen till under 0 ◦C, så att isen smälter till vatten även vid minusgrader. Men hur mycket
salt är tillräckligt? Detta kan besvaras med hjälp av vatten-salt-fasdiagrammet som visas i
Figur 1. Detta diagram visar helt enkelt olika kombinationer av temperatur och samman-
sättning (mängden salt i vatten angivet i viktprocent). Temperaturen visas på den vertikala

ix



x POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

axeln och den horisontella axeln visar sammansättningen. När saltet strös på isen, löser
den upp isen och ett salthaltigt ytvattenskikt bildas. Denna lösning av vatten och salt har
en lägre smältpunkt än rent vatten. Därefter smälter en viss mängd is som är i kontakt
med lösningen av salt och vatten. Den aktuella smältpunkten är lägre än smältpunkten
för ren is, men i takt med att lösningen späds ut (saltkoncentrationen minskar), så ökar
smältpunkten och går mot 0 ◦C för ren is. Detta är ekvivalent med att röra sig längs den
streckade linjen på fasdiagrammet i Figur 1. Ju högre saltmängd i lösningen, upp till 23.3
vikt% salt, desto lägre är smältpunkten för isen. Vidare visar fasdiagrammet att vid tem-
peraturer lägre än -21.1 ◦C finns bara en blandning av is och saltkristaller. Därmed bildas
det ingen vätskeyta på isen och tillsats av salt påverkar inte smältpunkten för is. Vid dessa
låga temperaturer fungerar alltså inte halkbekämpning med salt. I praktiken sprider man
salt på is ner till ca -10 ◦C och sand tillsätts också för optimal halkbekämpning.

För varje material eller varje kombination av material, kan man upprätta fasdiagram.
Man utför först experiment för att samla uppgifter om faser och viktiga temperaturer
såsom smältpunkten för materialet eller de temperaturer vid vilken specifika blandning
av två (eller flera) material smälter. Dessa data kan sedan representeras i form av ett
fasdiagram som det som visas i Figur 1. Historiskt ritades fasdiagram för hand baserat
på experimentella data. Detta var omständligt och felaktigheter uppstod ofta. Numera,
beräknas fasdiagram med hjälp av datorer och databaser som innehåller relevanta experi-
mentella data. Den vanligaste metoden för att upprätta sådana databaser är CALPHAD-
metoden. Ordet CALPHAD är en förkortning för engelskans ”calculation of phase di-
agrams” (beräkning av fasdiagram på svenska). I denna metod, samlas tillgänglig exper-
imentell information. Sedan definieras en energimodell för varje fas, i form av en ekva-
tion med några okända parametrar. I nästa steg anpassas dessa okända parametrar till
de samlade experimentella data. Som ett resultat av denna process kommer vi att ha en
termodynamisk databas med vilken fasdiagram kan beräknas.

I min forskning har jag använt CALPHAD-metoden för att utveckla databaser för ma-
terial som används för att tillverka endimensionella nanostrukturer, så kallade nanotrådar.
Relevanta material i min forskning är grundämnen ur periodiska systemets grupp III (så-
som indium och gallium) och grupp V (såsom arsenik och antimon) samt guld. Med
hjälp av de termodynamiska databaser som jag har utvecklat kan vi öka vår kunskap om
de fasjämvikter som sätter gränser för, eller möjliggör tillverkning av nanotrådar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In everyday life, we encounter many phases and phase transformations. The very first
event of this kind that we observe every morning is when we boil water (to reach to its
boiling point) for making coffee or tea. At 373 K and at atmospheric pressure, the bub-
bles (gas phase) are formed inside the water (liquid phase). All materials can be found in
various phases by a change in temperature, pressure or other state variables. A phase is
a chemically and physically homogeneous part of a system that is confined by the phase
boundaries. The interrelationship of different phases of a materials system under equi-
librium conditions, its phase equilibria in other words, can be represented by a phase
diagram.

Phase diagrams are unique to each materials system. They are used in any field that
deals with material design and optimization. Phase diagrams are commonly constructed
based on the CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagrams) method [1, 2]. The details
of this methodology will be explained in Chapter 2, but briefly saying, one develops ther-
modynamic databases for materials systems using the available experimental and/or first-
principles data on phase equilibria and crystallographic and thermochemical properties.
Using such databases, the phase diagrams can be calculated or thermodynamic properties
of interest can be reproduced. Phase diagrams and CALPHAD modeling have numerous
applications and the thermodynamic databases have been developed for various classes
of materials such as metals, semiconductors, ceramics, steels, etc. The area of our inter-
est is to develop databases for materials which are relevant for growth of semiconductor
nanowires.

Nanowires are one dimensional structures with a diameter of below 100 nm and a
length of a few µm. They have distinct physical and chemical properties compared to
bulk materials because of carrier confinement effects and a high surface-to-volume ratio.
Nanowires are potential candidates for miniaturization of semiconductor electronic and
optoelectronic devices [3,4]. Semiconductor nanowires are often fabricated from gas phase
precursors using catalytic seed particles in the liquid state. This process is known as Vapor-
Liquid-Solid (VLS) growth [5] and will be discussed shortly.

The growth of nanowires proceeds by the formation of a new phase, the solid nanowire
phase. Since there are several processes and phase transformations involved in the nanowire
growth process, understanding the phase equilibria of the growth system is essential to
control it. In Section 1.1, we explain the mechanism of the nanowire growth (VLS growth).
Next, two examples of the applications of our developed phase diagrams for nanowire
growth will be discussed in Section 1.2. Finally, the thesis outline will be given in Sec-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tion 1.3.

1.1 Nanowire growth

A common mechanism for growth of nanowires is the VLS growth [5]. This mecha-
nism can be explained using the phase diagram of the growth materials system which is
illustrated in Figure 1.1. The growth steps are as follows: first, seed particles (often Au
particles [6]) are deposited on a substrate or dispersed in a gas phase (position 1 on the
phase diagram). They are then heated up to an elevated temperature (position 2). The
presence of a eutectic between the seed particle and the nanowire materials is preferred to
ensure that the seed particle becomes liquid by dissolving the growth material(s) at rele-
vant growth temperatures which are fairly below its melting point. The growth precursors
are often metal-organic sources (e.g. trimethylgallium). The temperature should be high
enough to crack the growth precursors and sufficiently low to prevent the decomposition
of grown structures. Seed particles provide preferential sites for decomposition of growth

TM
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Liquid

Liquid + 
Solid nanowire

Solid particle + Solid nanowire
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the VLS growth in connection to the temperature-composition phase
diagram of the growth materials system. TParticle

M , TNanowire
M and TEutectic denote the melting points

of the seed particle, the nanowire material(s) and the eutectic point, respectively. For growing
particle-seeded nanowires, (1) seed particles are formed, (2) and heated up to the growth temper-
ature. (3) Then, the growth materials are supplied in the gas phase and form alloys with the seed
particles. (4) At some composition, the particles are supersaturated and pass the liquidus curve.
(5) Eventually, the solid nanowire phase nucleates and begins to grow. The involved steps are also
shown on the top of the phase diagram.
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precursors. They also acts as collectors of the precursors. Next, the seed particles form
an alloy with the growth material(s) and it will be at position 3 in the figure. By passing
the liquidus line (position 4), the particles become super-saturated and thereafter solid
nanowires begin to precipitate from the particle. After growing a desired length, the
precursor supply is turned off and the system is cooled down.

In Figure 1.1, steps 2-5 are shown to occur at the same temperature but this may
not always be the case. For instance, the seed particles are often annealed at a higher
temperature than the growth temperature to allow the formation of an alloy with the
growth material(s) ¹. After that, the temperature is lowered to the relevant temperature
for growth. The arrow drawn on the particle in position 2 refers to this fact. There is
another arrow at position 3 showing that the growth might operate significantly above
the eutectic point or close to it depending on the growth materials system [7]. In some
studies, it has even been observed that the nanowire grows at a temperature below the
eutectic point, i.e., from a solid seed particle. This mechanism is known as Vapor-Solid-
Solid (VSS) growth [8, 9].

Phase diagrams are useful to understand the growth mechanism and to predict the
properties of grown structures. It should be noted that only thermodynamic considera-
tions are not enough to describe the growth of nanowires as kinetics also plays an impor-
tant role [7]. Nevertheless, a non-equilibrated system tends to move towards the equilib-
rium state in the absence of kinetic barriers. Thus, the thermodynamic description of a
relevant system for nanowire growth, represented by its phase diagram, provides essential
information required for understanding the growth processes.

1.2 Phase diagrams for understanding nanowire growth

In this section, we provide two examples of the applications of the phase diagrams for
nanowire growth. The first example is about the growth of Au-seeded GaAs nanowires.
In the simplest case, we neglect As ² and first look at the Au-Ga binary phase diagram
which is shown in Figure 1.2a. The phase diagram is a complicated one and includes a
number of intermediate phases between pure Au and Ga. Therefore, the intermediate
eutectic reactions can be relevant for the growth. At low Ga contents, Au becomes liquid
at about 620 K by dissolving 30 at.% Ga through the eutectic reaction: L → Au7Ga2-LT
+ Au7Ga3 (at 623 K) or 33 at% Ga through: L → Au7Ga3 + AuGa (at 619 K). In the
next step, we include As to evaluate the interaction of GaAs with Au and its stability in
presence of Au. We have calculated two vertical sections of the As-Au-Ga ternary phase
diagram [10]: the Au-GaAs cut (Figure 1.2b) and the cut at 2.0 at % As (Figure 1.2c).
According to the Au-GaAs cut (Figure 1.2b), there is a ternary eutectic reaction at about
880 K: L → GaAs + (As) + (Au). Along this compositional cut, the liquid phase is no
longer stable below this temperature. However, the calculated equilibria between the

¹Annealing is also necessary to remove the native oxide from the substrates.
²This may be a reasonable assumption because the solubility of As in Au is negligible.
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liquid phase and other phases in the system, so-called monovariant lines (not shown here),
show that the GaAs phase remains in equilibrium with the liquid phase until room tem-
perature. The vertical cut of the phase diagram at 2.0 at.% As in Figure 1.2c shows a
widened stability region of the liquid + GaAs phase regions along this cut. The solidifi-
cation path of an alloy on this vertical cut with the composition of Au65Ga33As2.0 at.%
is calculated under equilibrium and Scheil conditions (See Subsection 3.2.1) and shown
in Figure 1.2d. The chosen composition is very close to the composition of the binary
eutectic at 33 at.% Ga at 619 K (Figure 1.2a). The solidification path indicates that at
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this composition, the GaAs and liquid two-phase region extends between 619 and 1041
K. Below 619 K, other solid phases precipitate and are in equilibrium with GaAs and liq-
uid until about room temperature under equilibrium condition and much below room
temperature under Scheil condition.

From these calculations, it can be concluded that the VLS growth of GaAs nanowires
from a ternary Au-Ga-As liquid alloy would be possible at temperatures above 619 K and
below 1041 K if the growth operates close the Au-Ga eutectic reactions at about 620 K
(Figure 1.2a). Note that, apart from the equilibrium between GaAs and liquid, the min-
imum and maximum temperatures are also limited by the decomposition of the growth
precursors and desorption of grown structures, respectively. Experimental results indicate
that GaAs nanowires can be grown at a temperature range of 650-800 K [12] which is in
agreement with our prediction.
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Figure 1.3: The calculated isothermal section of the Au-Ga-In ternary phase diagram [13, 14] at
725 K. Only the solidus and liquidus lines are shown and different regions of the phase diagram
are colored as: liquid region by green, solid region by purple and the solid + liquid regions by
blue. The growth of Au-seeded GaAs-InAs (left) and InAs-GaAs (right) interfaces are explained
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of Au particle by increasing Ga content, starting from the Au-In boundary. The change in the
liquidus composition of Ga (In) by adding In (Ga) is shown on the top left (right) plot.
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The second example deals with predicting the interface sharpness when growing Au
seeded III-V heterostructure nanowires. Such structures, e.g., GaAs/InAs axial heterostruc-
tures, are formed by an interchange of the group III elements (e.g., Ga and In) when an
appropriate length of one section is grown. It has been reported that the interface be-
tween GaAs and InAs sections is sharp when the InAs section is grown on top of the GaAs
section and it is graded in the reversed direction [15–17]. The same trend has also been
observed in the growth of GaSb-InSb heterostructures [18]. This effect, known as the
reservoir effect [19], is attributed to the higher solubility of In in Au than Ga.

The growth of Au-seeded GaAs-InAs heterointerfaces can be explained using the Au-
Ga-In ternary phase diagram. Figure 1.3 shows the isothermal section of the Au-Ga-In
ternary phase diagram at 725 K calculated using the parameters optimized in [14]. We
have neglected As as its solubility in Au is negligible and only considered the equilibria
between Au and the group III elements. The the tie-lines of the two-phase regions and
tie-triangles are not drawn on the phase diagram. The GaAs section (shown on the left
of the phase diagram) grows from a liquid Au-Ga alloy particle. When growing an InAs
section on top of a GaAs section, the composition of the liquid Au alloy changes along
the dashed blue line on the phase diagram, the liquidus curve, from a Au-Ga alloy to a
Au-In alloy. On the other hand, InAs grows from a liquid Au-In particle (shown on the
right of the phase diagram). When In is interchanged with Ga to grow a GaAs section, the
liquidus composition of the seed particle varies from zero at.% Ga along the red dashed
line. The change in the liquidus composition of the seed particle upon adding In (Ga) is
plotted next to the Au-Ga (Au-In) boundary. When switching Ga to In, about 22 at.% of
Ga should be replaced by 34 at.% In in the Au particle. In the reversed direction, 34 at.%
of In should be removed from the particle to be replaced by 22 at.% Ga. For instance, as
depicted on the plots, 4 at.% of Ga should be pushed out of the particle to increase the
amount of In in the particle from 10 to 15 at.%, while increasing the solubility of Ga in Au
from 10 to 15 at.% requires removing of 7 at.% In. Therefore, the seed particles is depleted
much more rapidly from Ga than In. Taking only thermodynamic considerations into
account, we would expect that the InAs-on-GaAs interface is sharper than the GaAs-on-
InAs.

With these examples, we showed that how the use of phase diagrams can come handy
in gaining knowledge on the growth mechanism of nanowires. We will also discuss more
complicated cases like the capillary shift of phase boundaries at nanoscale systems and the
defect concentrations in semiconductor phases in Chapter 5.

1.3 Thesis outline

We have developed thermodynamic databases and phase diagrams for materials systems
which are relevant for growth of nanowires. We have used the most common technique
for calculation of phase diagrams, known as CALPHAD. This method is semi-empirical,
i.e., the model parameters are fitted to the experimental data. Therefore, the properly pre-
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pared CALPHAD-based thermodynamic databases can be used to reproduce experimental
data. In cases where the experimental data are rare or difficult to measure, calculated first-
principles data can also be used for database development. This especially applies to the
enthalpies of formations of phases, surface energies of solid phases and formation energies
of defects.

The structure of the thesis is as following.
InChapter 2, the CALPHAD technique will be explained and the process of database

development will be described.
In Chapter 3, the experimental techniques for performing thermal, microstructural

and compositional analysis will be discussed.
In Chapter 4, we will explain the principles of Density Functional Theory (DFT)

that we used for first-principles calculations.
In Chapter 5, we will discuss the materials systems that we have modeled using CAL-

PHAD.
In Chapter 6, the implications and the future aspects of the current research are dis-

cussed.
At the end of the thesis, the published relevant papers are appended.





Chapter 2

CALPHAD

The word CALPHAD stands for CALculation of PHAse Diagrams and as is obvious from
the name, CALPHAD is a technique for calculating phase diagrams [1,2]. The calculation
of phase diagrams was initiated by Van Laar [20,21] in the early years of the 20th century.
He implemented the ideal and regular solution models [22] of the Gibbs energy to cal-
culate the phase diagram of binary systems. Later, in 1970, Kaufman and Bernstein [1]
developed the concept of lattice stability (will be discussed in Subsection 2.2.1) which is a
core concept of the CALPHAD technique. This concept and the development of phase
diagram assessments based on experimental data led to calculation of phase diagrams of
binary and ternary systems using computer simulations for the first time. In this chapter,
we first discuss the principles of the CALPHAD technique. Next, the models of Gibbs
energy of phases will be introduced and in the end, the optimization procedure will be
briefly explained. The discussion is mainly based on the considerations and recommen-
dations of the book Computational thermodynamics: the CALPHAD method by Lukas et
al. [2].

2.1 CALPHAD methodology

Within the CALPHAD methodology, thermodynamic databases are developed with which
the phase diagrams and other thermodynamic properties of the systems can be calculated.
The databases are constructed by incorporating the phase diagram data, thermochemi-
cal data and the crystallographic and physical properties of the phases. In practice, the
Gibbs energy of the phases is modeled using the available experimental and theoretical
data. Most experiments are performed at constant temperature (T) and pressure (P) and
this makes the choice of the Gibbs energy (G) reasonable because it is only a function of
composition at constant T and P. We introduce several model parameters for the Gibbs
energy functions of phases and then the parameters are adjusted to the experimental data.
A phase diagram is then constructed by calculating the Gibbs energies of different phases
at constant T and P and finding the stable phase as a function of composition.

After calculating the Gibbs energy, G, all other thermodynamic functions can be de-
rived from the Gibbs energy function including:

Entropy:

−S =
(
∂G
∂T

)
P,ni

9
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Enthalpy:

H = G− T
(
∂G
∂T

)
P

Chemical potential:

µj =

(
∂G
∂nj

)
T,P,ni̸=j

Heat capacity:

Cp = −T
(
∂2G
∂T2

)
P

where ni is the composition of component i.

Literature search and data analysis

Models of Gibbs energy of phases:
Gθ= Gθ(T,xi)

Optimization of model parameters (assessment)

Thermodynamic database

Thermochemical data

Crystallographic data First-principles data

Phase daigram data

Figure 2.1: CALPHAD methodology.

The schematic in Figure 2.1 summarizes the CALPHAD methodology for developing
thermodynamic databases. As the first step of the database assessment, a thorough litera-
ture search is performed to find: the experimentally measured thermodynamic quantities
such as enthalpies and heat capacity data, the phase diagram data such as the liquidus
temperatures and the phase transition reactions, crystallographic information of solid
phases [23] and first-principles calculations of total energies [24]. One might also find
previous assessments of the same system. In such a case, the possibilities of improving
the existing description should be carefully investigated. It is also recommended to find
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the assessed phase diagram of similar systems. This makes the justification of the Gibbs
energy models of phases in the current system easier.

After careful analysis of the data, the model of the Gibbs energy for each phase is
suggested using the crystal structure of the phase. The details of phase models will be
discussed in Section 2.2. Based on the selected model, a number of model parameters are
defined that will be fitted to the experimental data and the calculated total energies. The
adjustment of the model parameters is called optimization or assessment.

Finally, an optimized thermodynamic description of the system is obtained that can
reproduce the experimental data and can be used to calculate thermodynamic quantities
and the phase diagram of the system. The power of CALPHAD is that the phase diagram
of a higher-order system can be extrapolated from the optimized descriptions (also called
databases) of the constituting sub-systems with a minimal need of measuring the higher-
order system.

2.1.1 An example of a phase diagram calculation

The construction of the simple phase diagram of the Ga-Zn system [25] through mini-
mization of the Gibbs energy is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The Gibbs energies of the three
constituting phases, (Zn), (Ga) and liquid, have been calculated at five different tem-
peratures (Figures 2.2a-e). The (Zn) and liquid phases have a composition dependency,
thereby, their Gibbs energies span the whole composition range. But the Gibbs energy of
the (Ga) phase is not a function of composition, i.e., there is no Zn solubility in (Ga) and
it shown as single point (by star-shaped symbols) on the diagrams. At 700 K, only the
liquid phase is stable because its Gibbs energy is the lowest. The first solid phase, (Zn),
crystallizes slightly below 700 K. The stability range of multi-phase regions are determined
by drawing the common tangent (shown with dashed black line) of the coexisting curves.
The common tangent of the Gibbs energies of (Zn) and liquid phases at 600 K, determines
the composition ranges where each phase or both of them are stable [26]. At low Ga com-
position, the stable phase is solid (Zn) while at high Ga concentration, the liquid phase is
stable. In compositions between the points on the solid and liquid curves touched by the
tangent line, both phases coexist. The corresponding compositions at different temper-
atures can be transferred to a temperature-composition diagram as shown in Figure 2.2f.
About 300 K, the second solid phase, (Ga), crystallizes (Figure 2.2e). Slightly below 300
K, there is a three-phase equilibrium, a eutectic reaction, where the liquid phase ends and
two solid phases remain.

2.2 Models of Gibbs Energy

In the beginning of this section it is necessary to define a few core concepts of a thermo-
dynamic system. These are the definitions of a phase, a component and a constituent. A
phase is a chemically or physically homogeneous region of a system confined by its phase
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Figure 2.2: The Gibbs energy curves of the phases in the Ga-Zn system [25] are plotted at T= (a)
700, (b) 600, (c) 500, (d) 400 and (e) 300 K as a function Ga composition. The Gibbs energy of
(Ga) is not composition-dependent and it is shown as a single point (by star-shaped symbols) on
the diagrams. (f ) The temperature-composition phase diagram.
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boundaries. A phase component is a chemical specie that can be an element or a com-
pound. A system can consist of a single component or more than one component. The
number of components determines the minimum number of species required to define
the compositions of all phases in a system. Phase constituents are individual species that
form the phase. They can be different from the components of a system. They may be a
neutral or charged element, a molecular-like aggregate, vacancies, etc. For instance, there
are two components, As and Zn, and seven phases in the As-Zn binary system. The liq-
uid phase is composed of three constituents: As, Zn and As2Zn3 molecular-like aggregates
(See Section 5.1 of Chapter 5).

In this section the models of Gibbs energy of phases are explained. We first describe
the general form of the Gibbs energy function. Next, the models adapted for phases
will be discussed. These phases are stoichiometric phases which have fixed composition,
solution phases with all species mixing on one sublattice and solution phases with more
than one sublattice. Moreover, the Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) [27] which is used
for modeling phases with more than one sublattice and with compositional variation on
sublattices will be described. Also, the concept of lattice stability [28] will be explained.

A model is adapted for a phase based on the information on the crystal structure of the
phase, site occupancies and the Wyckoff positions of the constituents. Model parameters
like excess energy terms are then introduced for each phase. The parameters consist of
several coefficients and can be a function of temperature, pressure and composition.

The general form of the Gibbs energy model is expressed as [2]:

Gθ
m = srfGθ

m + phyGθ
m − T · cnfSθm + EGθ

m (2.1)

where srfGθ
m is the surface of reference and refers to the Gibbs energy of a mechanical

mixture of all the constituents that form the phase θ. The contribution of a physical model
like for a magnetic phase to the Gibbs energy is described by the phyGθ

m term. The term
cnfSθm refers to the configurational entropy and is the number of possible arrangements of
the phase constituents. The last term, EGθ

m, is the excess energy term taking into account
the interaction between the phase constituents.

2.2.1 Pure elements and stoichiometric phases

The temperature dependency of the molar Gibbs energy, Gm, of a phase θ with a fixed
composition (an elemental or a stoichiometric phase) is described by:

Gθ
m −

∑
i

biHSER
i = a0 + a1T+ a2T ln(T) + a3T2 + a4T−1 + a5T3 + ... (2.2)

where HSER
i is the enthalpy of element i in its reference state, i.e., its stable form at 298.15

K and 1 bar and bi is the stoichiometric coefficient. For constituting elements (also called
end-members), the ai coefficients are taken from the SGTE (Scientific Group Thermodata
Europe) thermodynamic database [29].
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2.2.1.1 Lattice stability

The metastable structure of the end-members can also be described by a similar power
series in temperature. The difference between the the Gibbs energy of the phase in its
stable structure and the metastable state of the phase is called lattice stability [28]. The ai
coefficients for the lattice stability can also be taken from the SGTE database. The reason
to take the metastable states into account is that the end-member may have considerable
solubility in other phases.

2.2.1.2 Kopp-Neumann rule

The Gibbs energy of the stoichiometric phases has the same expression as a pure element
(Eq. 2.2) if the heat capacity of the compound as a function of temperature is measured.
Otherwise, the Kopp-Neumann rule is applied. The heat capacity of a compound is es-
timated from the heat capacities of the pure elements. Only the two first coefficients in
Eq. 2.2 will then be optimized using the experimental data. The Gibbs energy of one unit
formula of a stoichiometric binary compound AnBm is:

GAnBm
m = a0 + a1T+

n
n+ m

◦GA +
m

n+ m
◦GB (2.3)

where the ◦GA and ◦GB are the Gibbs energies of A and B elements at their standard state.

2.2.2 Substitutional solution phases

The Gibbs energy of solution phases with all constituents mixing on one sublattice is
written as:

Gθ
m =

n∑
i=1

xi◦Gi + RT
n∑

i=1

xi ln(xi) + EGm (2.4)

The first term is the surface of reference where ◦Gi is the standard Gibbs energy of the
pure element i and xi is the molar fraction of the element. The second term is the enthalpy
of mixing. The third term, EGm, is the excess energy due to the deviation from the ideal
solution:

EGm = E,binGm + E,terGm + E,higGm (2.5)

where E,binGm, E,terGm and E,higGm are the binary, ternary and higher-order excess energy
terms, respectively.

The binary and ternary excess energies are expressed as:

E,binGm =

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

xixjLij (2.6)

E,terGm =
n−2∑
i=1

n−1∑
j=i+1

n∑
k=j+1

xixjxkLijk (2.7)
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where xi, xj and xk are the mole fractions of constituent i, j and k, respectively. Lij and Lijk
are called the binary and ternary interaction parameters, respectively, and are related to the
bond energy between similar and dissimilar atoms in a solution. The binary interaction
parameters in Eq. 2.6 can be expanded by the Redlich-Kister polynomials [30]:

Lij =
∑k

v=0 (xi − xj)v vLij (2.8)

The ternary interaction parameters in Eq. 2.7 can be expressed as following:

Lijk = vi iLijk + vj jLijk + vk kLijk (2.9)

where:
vi = xi +

1 − xi − xj − xk
3

vj = xj +
1 − xi − xj − xk

3

vk = xk +
1 − xi − xj − xk

3

The sum of vi, vj and vk is equal to unity and guarantees the symmetrical behaviour of
the interaction parameter when extrapolating to higher-order systems. Obviously, in the
case of a three-component system, vi, vj and vk are the mole fractions of the components.
This ternary extrapolation method is called the Redlich-Kister-Muggianu method [31].
There are other extrapolation methods which will not be discussed here but the interested
reader is referred to Refs. [32, 33].

The vLij and vLijk terms of the interaction parameters (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9) usually consist
of two coefficients¹, i.e., there is only a linear temperature-dependency:

vLij = vaij + vbijT (2.10)

where vaij and vbij are related to the excess enthalpy and the excess entropy, respectively.
The solution is called a regular solution, if only one temperature-independent interaction
parameter (0Lij) is used.

An illustration of the contributions of the first three terms of the interaction parameter
(Eq. 2.8) on the excess Gibbs energy of the liquid phase of a binary system (Eq. 2.6) at
800 K is shown in Figure 2.3. As it is clear, the first and the third terms with 0L and
2L coefficients have a symmetric contribution with respect to the middle point of the
composition axis while the second term with coefficient 1L changes sign in the middle.
All coefficients used in the plot (0LA,B, 1LA,B and 2LA,B) have the same form as Eq. 2.10.
The excess energy is the sum of the three terms and obviously the first term, xAxB0LA,B, is
dominating.

¹Only if there is experimental data on excess heat capacity, higher-order terms should be used [2].
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Figure 2.3: The contribution of the three terms of the Redlich-Kister series (Eq. 2.8) to the excess
Gibbs energy of the liquid phase of Au-Ga system at 800 K. The interaction parameters are taken
from Ref. [11]. The A and B components are Au and Ga, respectively.

2.2.2.1 The associate-solution model

Some solution phases have a tendency of short range ordering, i.e., dissimilar atoms tend
to form molecular-like aggregates in the solution phase. Such ordering would result in
a V-shape curve of the enthalpy of mixing as a function of composition. To reproduce
this effect, an appropriate model for the solution phase is required. An approach is to
use a molecular-like specie, known as associate, as an extra phase constituent. Therefore,
the minimum of the enthalpy of mixing should occur at the composition of the associate.
Two examples of the associate-solution model are models of the liquid phase of Mg-Sn
system by Fries and Lukas [34] and As-Zn system by Ghasemi and Johansson [35].

2.2.3 Sublattice model

The sublattice model is used for phases with more than one sublattice. If there is only
one constituent on each sublattice, the phase is stoichiometric. For instance, the stoichio-
metric A2B compound is modelled with two sublattices and the notation is (A)2/3(B)1/3.
The first sublattice is occupied by component A and the second one is occupied by com-
ponent B. Stoichiometric phases are described either by Eq. 2.2 if there is heat capacity
measurements or otherwise by the Kopp-Neumann rule as in Eq. 2.3.

Phases with more than one subblattice and with compositional variations on the sub-
lattices should be treated differently. These are categorized as solution phases and can be
modeled using the Compound Energy Formalism (CEF) introduced by Hillert [27].
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2.2.3.1 Compound Energy Formalism (CEF)

CEF was formulated by Hillert [27] based on the two-sublattice model proposed by Hillert
and Staffanson [36] and was extended to more sublattices by Sundman and Ågren [37].
In CEF, instead of mole fraction xi, the site fractions are used:

y(s)i =
N(s)

i
N(s) (2.11)

where N(s)
i is the number of sites occupied by constituent i on sublattice s and N(s) is the

total number of sites on sublattice s. On each sublattice, the sum of site fractions is unity.
The concept of a constituent array was introduced within the CEF formalism. A con-

stituent array, I, which can be of different orders is an array of sublattices with one or
more individual constituents (denoted by i) on each sublattice. In the zeroth-order array,
I0, there is just one constituent on each sublattice. I0 is defined as a compound or an
end-member of a phase. The Gibbs energy of a phase is composed of srfGθ

m, −cnfSθmT and
EGθ

m terms (Eq. 2.1). According to CEF, the surface of reference for a phase is:

srfGθ
m =

∑
◦GI0

∏
yI0 (2.12)

where ◦GI0 is the Gibbs formation energy of end-member I0. The summation goes over
all end-members and

∏
yI0 is the product of site fractions of constituents of each end-

member. The configurational entropy term differs from that of a substitutional solution
where all constituents mix on only one sublattice. In this case, the configurational entropy,
cnfSθm, is expressed based on the assumption of random mixing on each sublattice:

−cnfSθmT = RT
n∑

s=1

as
ns∑
i=1

y(s)i ln y(s)i (2.13)

where as is the ratio of sites on each sublattice and y(s)i is the site fraction of constituent
i on sublattice s. The first and the second summations go over all sublattices and all
constituents on each sublattice, respectively.

The excess Gibbs energy term, EGθ
m, can be written as:

EGθ
m =

∑
I1

(LI1
∏

yI1) +
∑
I2

(LI2
∏

yI2) + ... (2.14)

Note that the excess Gibbs energy involves higher orders of the constituent array. The
first-order constituent array, I1, contains one more constituent on one of the sublattices,
i.e., there is a binary excess contribution. The second-order array, I2, contains either two
individual constituents on each sublattice (a reciprocal parameter) or three constituents
on one of the sublattices (a ternary parameter).

A simple example of CEF is the reciprocal solution. It consists of two sublattices with
two constituents on each sublattice: (A,B)a(C,D)b where a and b are the ratio of sites on
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Figure 2.4: The composition square of a phase (A,B)1(C,D)1 with four end-member compounds:
AC, AD, BC and BD. The surface of reference for the Gibbs energy of the phase is shown on top
of the composition square.

sublattice 1 and 2, respectively. The constituents A, B, C and D can be atoms, ions or even
defects like anti-sites and vacancies. For such a solution, the surface of reference (srfGθ

m)
consists of four end-member compounds: AC, AD, BC and BD. The Gibbs energy of a
reciprocal solution is:

Gθ
m = y(1)A y(2)C

◦GA:C + y(1)A y(2)D
◦GA:D + y(1)B y(2)C

◦GB:C + y(1)B y(2)D
◦GB:D

+ aRT[y(1)A ln y(1)A + y(1)B ln y(1)B ] + bRT[y(2)C ln y(2)C + y(2)D ln y(2)D ]

+ y(1)A y(1)B y(2)C LA,B:C + y(1)A y(1)B y(2)D LA,B:D + y(1)A y(2)C y(2)D LA:C,D

+ y(1)B y(2)C y(2)D LB:C,D + y(1)A y(1)B y(2)C y(2)D LA,B:C,D (2.15)

The first four terms are the surface of reference, i.e., the weighted average of the Gibbs
energy of formation of the end-members. The terms containing RT represent the con-
tribution of the configurational entropy. The last five terms represent the excess energy
terms and y(1) and y(2) are site fractions on the sublattice 1 and 2, respectively. There are
four binary interaction parameters (LA,B:C, LA,B:D, LA:C,D and LB:C,D) and one reciprocal
parameter LA,B:C,D.
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It is obvious that the surface of reference contributes more to the Gibbs energy func-
tion than the excess energy terms because they are multiplied by a smaller number of
fractions (yi). All possible compositions of a reciprocal solution can be illustrated by a
composition square (Figure 2.4). If the contribution of the configurational entropy (at
sufficiently low temperatures) and the excess energy terms are negligible, the total Gibbs
energy of a phase can be approximated by the surface of reference. The surface of reference
of the reciprocal solution with a = b = 1 can be shown above the composition square as
shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3 Optimization Procedure

In this section, the assessment procedure is briefly described. For a detailed description,
the reader is referred to Refs. [2, 38]. The assessment methodology is explained based on
the PARROT optimization module [39] of the Thermo-Calc software [40] which was used
for the results presented in this thesis.

After assigning the Gibbs energy models to all phases and selecting the adjustable pa-
rameters, a setup file including all these is prepared. The setup file should include Gibbs
energy functions of pure elements and all phases which are described by the adapted mod-
els. Experimental info are assembled in another file, the so called POP file. A work file
(so-called PAR file) is created using the setup file, and the experimental file is compiled
within the work file. The PARROT optimizer works based on the least squares method
and attempts to fit the model parameters to the experimental data. Therefore, an assessor
should select the best set of experimental data and discard conflicting ones during the as-
sessment. They may be later used for comparison. However, it depends on the judgment
of the assessor to decide which piece of data is more trustworthy.

In the beginning of the assessment, a number of key experimental data with a mini-
mum possible number of model parameters are used. After obtaining the main features
of the phase diagram, more experimental data is included and more parameters can be
adjusted. The judgment of the assessor plays a significant role during the optimization,
because the assessor should select the best set of experimental data and decide on the
crucial parameters to be optimized.

It is also worth mentioning that the thermochemical data (e.g., heat capacity or heat
content measurements) are very helpful to obtain a thermodynamic description that matches
the reality and not only gives a well-fitted phase diagram. Because, even without the ther-
mochemical data a good description of the system can be achieved by adjusting the pa-
rameters, but reproduced thermodynamic quantities (e.g. the enthalpy of formation of a
stoichiometric phase) from that database may deviate from the real values of these quanti-
ties. When no experimental data of the formation energies is available, it is recommended
to use first-principles calculated energies.
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2.4 Final remarks

In this chapter, we have explained the principles of CALPHAD. After developing a ther-
modynamic database, it can be used to plot different types of phase diagrams. These
include the unary, binary and higher-order phase diagrams. The database can also be
used for calculating the thermodynamic properties of interest such as the Gibbs energies,
the enthalpy and the entropy of mixing, activities, chemical potentials and so forth. One
can also compute the meta-stable phase diagram of a system.

We end the chapter by making the readers aware of a few great references on phase
diagrams. Two nice books on thermodynamics and phase equilibria are Refs. [26, 41]. A
comprehensive guide on different types of diagrams which can be plotted using a ther-
modynamic database with an automated software is the work by Schmid-Fetzer [42]. For
those interested to know about the basic principles of the phase diagrams, different reac-
tion types occurring in an n-order system and the extrapolation to higher order systems
the book by Prince [43] is recommended.



Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

In this chapter, we explain the experimental techniques which were used for collecting
phase diagram data. In Section 3.1, the procedure of sample preparation is explained. In
the subsequent sections the principles of thermal analysis (Section 3.2), crystallographic
analysis (Section 3.3) and microstractural and compositional analysis (Section 3.4) are dis-
cussed. We have mostly followed the recommendations given in Ref. [44]. To interpret
the reaction types from microstructural analyses, the guidelines given in Ref. [45] have
been followed.

3.1 Sample preparation

To investigate the whole composition range or a region of interest of a phase diagram,
first several alloy compositions are selected. The alloys are prepared by mixing weighed
pieces of the starting materials. Next, the samples are melted. There are different melting
techniques including high temperature melting, arc melting and induction melting. It is
also common to use a mixture of powders of the raw materials.

We have used the high temperature melting technique for studying the Au-In-Ga
system. Therefore, the considerations regarding this technique will be outlined in this
section. The melting temperature is chosen to be the highest melting temperature of
the raw materials. This is to ensure that all components are melted. Melting at high
temperatures needs special cautions to prevent contamination and oxidation of the alloys.
To fulfil this, the sample containers (often quartz tubes) are evacuated. The evacuated
container can then directly be sealed or be filled by an inert gas like Ar before being sealed.
The weight loss is another important issue to be aware of, especially for alloys with volatile
constituents. Therefore, the weight of the samples after melting should be checked.

After melting, the alloys are often homogenized at a high temperature (about 50 ◦C
below the solidus) for a sufficiently long time. The homogenization period depends on
the annealing temperature. The lower the temperature, the longer the annealing time¹.

¹There is no precise recommendations for the annealing duration because it depends on the diffusion
properties of the constituents and also on the type of the reaction [44]. Another limiting factor is time
limitations of a specific research. In the current research the samples were annealed at 280◦C. The duration
for a number of samples was 5 days and for the rest it was 26 days. Refer to Table 1 in Paper II [13]. The
samples exhibiting the peritectic formation of the ternary phase Au2InGa2 did not reach equilibrium even
after 26 days of annealing (Figure 2 of the same paper), though most of the samples annealed for 5 days
reached the equilibrium (Figure 3 of the same paper).

21
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The heat treatment step is to make sure that the sample has reached equilibrium.
Thereafter, the sample is either quickly quenched or slowly cooled down to room

temperature. Both cooling methods have pros and cons. With quenching, the high tem-
perature phases can be frozen, thus making the investigation of the equilibrium state of
the system possible. While the high cooling rate in quenching induces thermal stress in
the sample, slow cooling down prevents high levels of stress. This makes the latter method
suitable for lattice parameter measurements.

3.2 Thermal analysis

During a phase transition, some amount of heat is either absorbed or released which can
be detected by thermal analysis methods. The two most-often-used techniques are Dif-
ferential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) [44,46].
In DSC, the energy required for the transition is measured as a function of temperature
or time. Therefore, it is also possible to perform calorimetric measurements such as en-
thalpy and heat content measurements. In DTA, the temperature difference between a
test sample and a reference sample is recorded during a programmed cooling or heating
period under the same conditions. The reference sample that can be an empty crucible
or a pure element remains in a single phase in the measured temperature range. At the
phase transition temperature, the registered temperature curve of the test sample reveals
an exothermic or endothermic peak (corresponding to release or absorption of the heat,
respectively). We used the DTA technique for thermal analysis. An illustration of a DTA
apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1a.

The heating/cooling rate, the sample size and furnace environment are factors affect-
ing the DTA results. The typical heating/cooling rate is 10 ◦C/min but depending on the
sample properties, lower or higher rates may be used. The desired sample mass for the
DTA measurements is a few hundred milligrams. Using an inert carrier gas in the fur-
nace prevents oxidation and contamination. For detailed explanation on the effect of the
mentioned factors on the recorded DTA curves, the reader is referred to Ref. [44,46,47].

A DTA signal of a pure element on heating and cooling is shown in Figure 3.1b.
Three temperatures: Tonset, Tpeak and Textrapolated are distinguished on the heating curve.
On heating, the beginning of the deviation from the baseline of the curve which is equiv-
alent to the onset of the melting is the onset temperature (Tonset). Due to difficulty in
determining the Tonset, the onset of thermal event (melting in this case) is usually extrap-
olated. The corresponding temperature on the DTA signal is the Textrapolated. Tpeak shows
the maximum deviation from the baseline. It is also worthwhile to mention that due to
supercooling effects, the corresponding temperatures registered on heating and cooling
curves may differ considerably.

There may be more than one thermal event for a multiphase alloy (Figure 3.1c). In such
cases, we used the extrapolated onset (Textrapolated) for the thermal events before melting
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic illustration of a DTA apparatus. The temperature of the sample and
reference crucibles are measured by their thermocouples. The voltage difference between A and B
legs of each thermocouple is used to determine the temperature of that crucible. The temperature
difference between the sample and the reference is registered when the B legs are shortened and
the voltage between the A legs is measured. (b) An illustration of heating and cooling DTA signals
of a pure element. Reproduced and modified with permission from [44], © Elsevier 2007. (c)
Measured DTA signals of a multiphase sample with the composition of Au50In45Ga5 at.%. The
heating/cooling rate is 10 ◦C/min.

and the peak temperature (Tpeak) for the liquidus temperature on heating. The reason is
that the flatness of the baseline is often not recovered after the invariant reactions especially
when the two events occur at close temperatures. Therefore, the determined Tonset or
equivalently Textrapolated may considerably deviate from the phase transition temperature.
In Figure 3.1c, on heating, Textrapolated = 326 ◦C is reported as the invariant reaction
temperature and the liquidus temperature of the alloy is Tpeak = 485 ◦C. On cooling,
however, the Textrapolated was used for all events because the deviations from the baseline
were sharp for all thermal events.

3.2.1 Solidification path

It is not always straightforward to understand the solidification path of multi-component
alloys. There are more complex reaction types in ternary (and higher-order) systems com-
pared to binary systems. For that reason, equilibrium calculations do not always reflect
the phases that appear on synthesized alloys whereas Scheil solidification simulations come
handy to interpret the solidification paths [42,48]. The Scheil approximation that is imple-
mented in the Thermo-Calc software [39] is based on the model presented by Scheil [49].
The assumptions of the Scheil model are: (i) the composition of the liquid phase is uni-
form because the diffusion in liquid is fast, (ii) the solid phase(s) is (are) frozen, hence,
there is no back-diffusion in the solid phase(s) and (iii) there is local equilibrium at the
solid/liquid interface.

Under equilibrium conditions, it is assumed that the solid phase diffuses infinitely
fast and it completely equilibrates with the liquid phases at any temperature. However,
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this is not always true especially in the case of peritectic reactions. These reactions require
the diffusion of the reacting solid phase through a growing solid barrier formed by the
product phase(s). Therefore, performing Scheil solidification simulations in addition to
the equilibrium calculations and comparing these two limiting cases is helpful.

10 μm

AuIn2

Au2InGa2

AuIn

L --> AuIn

equilibrium

L --> AuIn + AuIn2

L --> AuIn + Au2InGa2 + AuIn2

L --> AuIn

L --> AuIn + AuIn2

L --> AuIn + Au2InGa2 + AuIn2

(a) (b)

(d)(c) AuIn Liquid

AuIn2

Au2InGa2

Figure 3.2: The Scheil solidification simulations of an alloy composition, Au47In48Ga5 at.% with
(a) no fast diffusing element and (b) In and Ga as fast diffusing elements. The equilibrium path is
also shown by the dashed black curve. (c) The equilibrium fraction of phases formed during the
solidification of the same alloy composition. (d) The SEM micrograph of the as-cast alloy.

Figure 3.2a shows an example of the Scheil simulation of a ternary alloy, Au47In48Ga5
at.%,. The solidification path under equilibrium conditions is also calculated and shown
by the dashed line. The primary crystallizing phase at this composition is AuIn, form-
ing from 481 ◦C to 474 ◦C. This is followed by the eutectic solidification of AuIn and
AuIn2. The liquid composition moves along the monovariant eutectic valley and ends at
the ternary invariant eutectic point at 383 ◦C: L −→ Au2InGa2 + AuIn + AuIn2. The
equilibrium solidification path in this example is similar to the Scheil model, except that
there is a slight composition shift of the liquid phase. In Figure 3.2b, In and Ga are set
as fast diffusing components. The result of the Scheil approximation is very close to the
equilibrium approximation in this case.

Another way of representing the solidification pattern is to compute the phase frac-
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tions as a function of temperature at some composition. The equilibrium calculation of
the same alloy composition is illustrated in Figure 3.2c. The onset of crystallization of
AuIn is at 481 ◦C. After forming the second solid phase, AuIn2, there is a discontinuity
at the phase fraction curves at 383 ◦C. This is an indication of the ternary eutectic reac-
tion. The liquid phase fraction drops to zero at this temperature while the ternary phase
Au2InGa2 appears. In the end, the phase fractions of AuIn is 0.75 and those of Au2InGa2
and AuIn2 are 0.11 and 0.13, respectively. These solid phases have also been detected on
the SEM micrograph of the as-cast alloy (Figure 3.2d).

3.3 X-ray diffraction

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is used to determine the crystal structure of previously unknown
phases. In this regard, both single-crystal and powder XRD provide complementary in-
formation to characterize the new phases. For multiphase samples, powder XRD is also
used to detect coexisting phases and the relative phase amounts.

For powder XRD measurements, pieces of alloy samples are ground to a fine powder.
Then, the powder is transferred to a quartz tube. The evacuated tube is then closed and
annealed at a temperature below the liquidus for a few days to relieve the strain produced
in the sample due to grinding and hence to prevent the peaks from broadening. For
single-crystal measurements, small pieces (with the size of a few hundreds of µm) of the
fragmented sample are annealed in a similar fashion as the powder samples but often for
a longer time period.

X-rays are generated by bombarding a metal (e.g., Cu) by a beam of electrons. The
incident beam ejects an electron from an inner shell of the metal atoms which is subse-
quently replaced by an electron from an outer shell. The excess energy of the electron
filling the hole on the inner shell is then emitted as an X-ray photon. The wavelength
of the X-rays is of the order of 10−10 m and comparable to the atomic distances in a
crystal. X-rays can produce reflection patterns from a crystal lattice. A crystal is made
of stacks of lattice planes which act as a semi-transparent mirror and reflect the X-rays
(Figure 3.3a). The beams reflected by the lattice planes may interfere constructively or
destructively. When the path difference between the reflected beams (2d sin θ) is equal
to an integer multiple (n) of the wavelength (λ), the interference is constructive. This
condition is known as Bragg’s law:

nλ = 2d sin θ (3.1)

where d is the spacing between lattice planes and θ is the angle between the incident beam
and the lattice plane. The diffraction pattern consists of peaks with varying intensities at
some angles corresponding to constructive interference. The coexistence of the phases
is determined using the intensity patterns. There are reference patterns of single phase
samples in databases such as Pearson’s crystal data [50]. The XRD pattern is compared to
the reference patterns using automated software like JANA2006 [51] to detect the present
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phases in an alloy sample. The same peaks of a single-crystalline phase as those in the
reference pattern appear in the diffraction pattern but there may be shifts in the peak
positions depending on the alloy composition. In the case of multiphase samples, there
will be peaks of all coexisting crystalline phases in the XRD pattern (some peaks may
overlap). The relative intensity of the peaks of the involved phases is an indication of the
phase amounts.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Bragg’s law. θ is the angle between the incident beam and the lattice plane and d is
the spacing between lattice planes. The interference is constructive if the path difference (2d sin θ)
between the reflected beams is an integer number of the wavelength λ. (b) XRD pattern of a
sample with the composition of Au33In33Ga34 at.%. At this composition, two phases, AuIn2 and
AuGa2, coexist.

An XRD pattern for a two-phase sample consisting of AuIn2 and AuGa2 phases is
shown in Figure 3.3b. Both phases have cubic structure meaning that the diffraction pat-
tern of both species have similar peaks. However, the reflections do not occur at similar
angles due to difference in lattice parameters.

As it was pointed out, the crystal structure of the unknown phases can be characterized
by the XRD data. For instance, the presence of a ternary phase cannot be detected only
by extrapolation from binaries. However, when the ternary system is measured, XRD
patterns of samples close in composition to that of the ternary phase will display extra
peaks. The crystal structure and the lattice parameters of the new ternary phase are refined
using the XRD powder data, while single-crystal data will reveal information on the site
occupancies of atomic positions. Both these techniques were used to characterize the new
ternary phase in the Au-In-Ga system [52].

3.4 Structural analysis

Indispensable phase diagram data can be obtained from microscopical and compositional
analysis of the system. Either Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) or optical microscopy
is used to observe the microstructures. The compositional analysis can be performed by
the Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) technique.
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SEM micrographs reveal information on the number of phases for each sample. More-
over, the microstructures show the type of the invariant reaction for each alloy composi-
tion [45]. In SEM, a collimated beam of high-energy electrons (2-20 KeV) bombards a
previously polished and cleaned sample surface (Figure 3.4a). In response, a number of
products including secondary electrons, back-scattered electrons and X-rays are ejected.
The product beams come from different penetration depths (of orders of a few µm) de-
pending on the voltage of the incident beam. Both the secondary and the back-scattered
electrons can create an image. Secondary electrons originate from a lower penetration
depth, thus, result in information on the topology of the surface. Back-scattered elec-
trons come from a deeper part of the specimen and are sensitive to the atomic number
of the sample constituents. They result in a good compositional contrast. A SEM micro-
graph of an alloy with the composition of Au62In25Ga13 at.% generated by back-scattered
electrons is shown in Figure 3.4b. There are three coexisting phases at this composition:
AuGa, Au3In2 and Au7In3 forming through a eutectic reaction.

(c)

(a)

AuGa
Au3In2

Au7In3

Phase Au (at.%) In (at.%) Ga (at.%)

54.0            2.0           44.0
63.6            31.6         4.8
69.8            26.0         4.2

50 µm

AuGa
Au3In2
Au7In3

(b)

low voltage

back-scattered
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electrons

X-rays

high voltage
incident beam

Figure 3.4: (a) The interaction of an electron beam with a specimen generates several different
types of radiations. (b) SEM micrograph and (c) Data from an EDS measurement of an alloy
with the composition of Au62In25Ga13 at.% .

SEM is often accompanied by X-ray spectroscopy which makes the compositional
analysis possible simultaneously as the microstructural analysis. The resolution of the
technique is limited to areas of the order of 1 µm2 and hence finer microstructures than
this limit cannot be detected. The use of EDS for compositional analysis can be explained
in connection with the microscopical analysis shown in Figure 3.4b. A small region of
different phases (differentiated with shades of gray) were analysed using EDS to find the
phase compositions. The compositional analysis (Figure 3.4c) indeed confirmed the pres-
ence of the same phases at this composition.

Using EDS, the solubility level of the phases can also be determined. For instance,
the solubility of In in AuGa is 2 at.% at this composition. The composition of the AuGa
phase in Figure 3.4c also shows that a fraction of Au species occupy In atomic positions.





Chapter 4

Density Functional Theory (DFT)

In this chapter, a brief introduction of Density Functional Theory (DFT) will be provided.
DFT is a computational quantum mechanical method for calculating the ground state
energy of many-electron systems. In DFT, the properties of the systems (e.g., solids and
surfaces) can be determined by solving a set of equations which are consisted of functions
of the electron density function (functionals). We have explained principles of DFT based
on Refs. [53–55]. We recommend Ref. [56] gives and overview of quantum chemistry and
its basic concepts. The practical details of DFT are mostly based on the tips given in
Ref. [55].

4.1 The Schrödinger equation

The wavefunction of a material contains a lot of information about its properties. Nowa-
days, computational methods have been developed to calculate the wavefunctions and
energies. The wavefunction is the solution of the Shrödinger equation:

ĤΨ = EΨ (4.1)

whereH is the Hamiltonian operator and E is its eigenvalue or the energy (real value). Ψ is
the many-body wavefunction or the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian. The wavefunction
of an atomic system is a function of 3(n + N) spatial coordinates (ignoring the spin), n
being the number of electrons and N the number of nuclei. The Hamiltonian of the
non-relativistic and time-independent Shrödinger equation for a many-body system is:

Ĥ =− 1
2
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ZαZβ
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(4.2)

The first two terms of the Hamiltonian are the kinetic energies of the nuclei and the
electrons, respectively. The third term is the electrostatic attraction between the nuclei
and the electrons. The two last terms are the Coulombic repulsion between electrons
and between nuclei, respectively. By applying the Hamiltonian, Ĥ, on Ψ, the allowed
energies of stationary states are obtained. The lowest energy of the system, denoted by

29
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E0, is called the ground state energy and its corresponding wavefunction, Ψ0 is the ground
state wavefunction.

We have used atomic units in Eq. 4.2 and will continue to use them throughout
this chapter. On atomic and molecular scales, the natural units of mass, charge, angular
momentum, distance and energy are m (mass of electron), e (magnitude of the charge of
an electron), ℏ (Planck constant divided by 2π), Bohr radius and Hartee, respectively.

4.1.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation

The nuclei in a molecule are much heavier than the electrons, thus they move much more
slowly than the electrons. The nuclear positions can then be assumed stationary. This
approximation is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and results in the de-
coupling of the motion of the nuclei and the electrons. Therefore, within this approxi-
mation, the kinetic energy terms of the nuclei in the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4.2) are zero. It
follows that the electronic and nuclear parts of the Schrödinger equation can be solved
with factorized wavefunctions:

Ψmolecule(ri,Rj) = Ψelectrons(ri,Rj)Ψnuclei(Rj) (4.3)

Note that the electronic wavefunction parametrically depends on the nuclear positions
(not the nuclear velocities as they are zero). As a result, the ground state energy is a
function of the nuclear positions and is known as the adiabatic potential energy surface of
the atoms. The Shrödinger equation of the electronic system is then expressed as:−1

2

n∑
i

∇2
i −

nN∑
iα

Zα

|ri −Rα|
+

1
2

n∑
i ̸=j

1∣∣ri − rj
∣∣
Ψ(r,R) = EelectronsΨ(r,R)

(4.4)

4.1.2 Variational principle

The Schrödinger equation cannot be exactly solved for atoms or molecules more compli-
cated than the hydrogen atom because of the presence of the difficult electron-electron
repulsion term. But approximative methods including the variational principle and per-
turbation theory can be used to solve it. The variational principle states that: The value of
the ground state energy, E0, is always less than or equal to the value of the energy calculated
from a trial wavefunction.

The ground state energy is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian:

E0 =

∫
Ψ∗

0HΨ0dτ∫
Ψ∗

0Ψ0
dτ (4.5)

where dτ is the volume element and the term in the denominator comes from the nor-
malization of wavefunctions. Ψ0 is the corresponding wavefunction of the ground state
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energy. According to the variational principle, if we apply the Hamiltonian on any other
wavefunction like Φ as follows:

EΦ =

∫
Φ∗HΦdτ∫
Φ∗Φ

dτ

it gives the energy, EΦ, that satisfies:

EΦ ≥ E0

If Φ = Ψ0, then the solution is exact. EΦ is a function of some arbitrary parame-
ters, so-called variational parameters. It can be minimized with respect to any of these
parameters so as to find the best possible ground-state energy given an approximation of
Φ.

4.2 Electron density vs. wavefunction

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic wave function depends on
one spin and three spatial coordinates of each electron in the system containing N elec-
trons:

Ψ = Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rN)

The form of the wavefunction suggests that the solution of the Shrödinger equation
(Eq. 4.1) for systems with more than one electron is a multi-electron wavefunction that
simultaneously depends on the coordinates of all electrons. Unfortunately, the many-
electron Shrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly. It can be approximated by an
infinite series of anti-symmetrized products of single-electron wavefunctions, ψi, in the
form of Slater determinants:

Ψ =
1√
N!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ψ1(r1, σ1) ψ1(r2, σ2) . . . ψ1(rN, σN)
ψ2(r1, σ1) ψ2(r2, σ2) . . . ψ2(rN, σN)

...
...

. . .
...

ψN(r1, σ1) ψN(r2, σ2) . . . ψN(rN, σN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (4.6)

where 1√
N!

is the normalization factor and σi is the spin state of electrons. Assuming a
single determinant and applying the variational principle is the starting point of the so-
called Hartree-Fock approach [57]. So far, the problem of solving the Shrödinger equation
has been made somewhat approachable, but there remains more issues. The dimension
of the full wavefunction scales up as 3N with increasing the number of electrons, N. In
addition to this, the most difficult part of the Hamiltonian to solve is the electron-electron
repulsion term. Therefore, we have to define the single-electrons wavefunctions in a way
to account for the presence of the repulsion interaction between the electrons. The basis of
DFT is to approach the problem from a different perspective. The Hamiltonian depends
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on the positions of the nuclei and their atomic number and also on the total number of
electrons. The total number of electrons is just the integral of the density of the electrons
over the space:

N =

∫
ρ(r)dr (4.7)

From the uncertainty principle, we know that the exact positions (wavefunctions) of
a set of N electrons cannot be determined. But, a measurable quantity is the probability
that the electrons are in a particular set of coordinates r1, r2, ..., rN. This quantity is equal
to the square value of the wavefunctions of the electrons and is related to the density of
the electrons as follows:

ρ(r) =

occ∑
i

ψ∗
i (r)ψi(r) (4.8)

where ψi(r) is the single-electron wavefunction and the summation is over the occupied
orbitals. ρ(r) is only a function of three spatial coordinates. It implies that the dimension
of the problem is reduced.

Crucially, the density is chosen to calculate such observables as total energy. It should
be noted that a number of wavefunction-based methods have also been developed [57,58].
The interested reader is referred to the Nobel prize lecture by Kohn [59] to find out more
about the connections between DFT and the wavefunction-based methods. In the next
section (Section 4.3), we clarify how one can solve the Shrödinger equation, find the
wavefunctions and the corresponding energy eigenvalues from a known electron density.

4.3 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

Hohenberg and Kohn [60] proved two theorems, the existence theorem and the varia-
tional theorem, which form the foundation of DFT. The first theorem states that: The
exact ground state energy of a system of electrons is a universal functional (i.e., the same for all
systems) of the electron density:

E0 ↔ ρ(r)

The term functional used here is very similar to the concept of a function. The energy,
being a function of ρ(r), takes the value of the electron density function and defines a
single value from that. The second theorem defines the variational property of the energy
functional. It is: The electron density which is the full solution of the Schrödinger equation
determines the minimum of the energy functional (corresponding to the ground state energy).
This requires knowing the exact functional form of the energy so that the ground state
energy can be found by varying the density functional.

So far, it was clarified that the ground state energy is a functional of the electron density
and that the functional obeys a variational principle. But we do not know yet how to
determine the energy directly from the electron density without solving the Schrödinger
equation and finding its eigenfunctions.
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4.4 Kohn-Sham theorem

A breakthrough to DFT occurred in 1965 by Kohn and Sham [61]. They introduced a
fictitious non-interacting system of electrons with the same electron density as the real
system. Then, they showed that the energy functional of such system can be written as:

E[ρ(r)] = Tni[ρ(r)] + Vne[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] + ∆T[ρ(r)] + ∆Vee[ρ(r)] (4.9)

that can be divided to two parts:

E[ρ(r)] = Eclassic[ρ(r)] + EXC[ρ(r)] (4.10)

The first three terms, Tni[ρ(r)],Vne[ρ(r)] and Vee[ρ(r)] are the classical terms and
the rest are the non-classical terms typically referred as the exchange-correlation term. The
classical part of the functional can be written as:

Eclassic[ρ(r)] = −1
2

∑
i

∫
ψ∗
i ∇2ψid3r+

∫
V(r)ρ(r)d3r+

1
2

x ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
d3rd3r′ (4.11)

The first term is the kinetic energy of the auxiliary system composed of non-interacting
electrons. The second is the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and the nuclei.
The last term is the classic electron-electron repulsion. The exchange-correlation part
includes all the quantum mechanical effects that are absent from the classical part. The
∆Vee[ρ(r)] contribution arises from the difference between the classical and quantum me-
chanical electron-electron repulsion (including the corrections to self-interaction effects)
and the ∆T[ρ(r)] term is the difference between the kinetic energy of the non-interacting
system and the real system.

Kohn and Sham then defined one-electron operators:

hKS
i = −1

2
∇2

i + V(r) + VH(r) + VXC(r) (4.12)

Now, the problem of finding the electron density is reduced to finding a set of single-
electron wavefunctions for the fictitious non-interacting system, also known as Kohn-
Sham orbitals by solving:(

−1
2
∇2

i + V(r) + VH(r) + VXC(r)

)
ψi(r) = εiψi(r) (4.13)

Note that the summation has now disappeared when comparing to Eq. 4.4. The first
potential term of Eq. 4.13, V(r), is the classic electron-nuclei interaction. The second
potential term, VH(r), is known as the Hartree potential and is the interaction between
the electron and the total electron density. This term includes the self-interaction of the
electron in the Kohn-Sham orbital with itself. The self-interaction is one of the corrections
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included in the last potential term. VXC(r) is the exchange-correlation potential which is
a functional derivative of EXC(r):

VXC =
δEXC

δρ(r)
(4.14)

The Kohn-Sham orbital provides the exact density of the electrons because the energy
functional contains no approximation. But, the exact form of the exchange-correlation
functional, EXC(r), is not known and it must be approximated (See Section 4.5).

4.5 Exchange-correlation functional

The exchange-correlation term, EXC[ρ(r)], of the energy functional (Eq. 4.10) contains
all the quantum mechanical effects that are not in the known part. These effects are the
kinetic energy correction term (∆T = Treal − Tni), the quantum mechanic effect of
the electron-electron repulsion term due to exchange and correlation and the correction
to the self-interaction of electrons. Once EXC[ρ(r)] is defined in some way, a precise
mathematical form of the Kohn-Sham equations is ready to evaluate.

During the past 30 years, many approximations for exchange-correlation functionals
have appeared in the literature. The most common exchange-correlation functionals are
the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [61, 62], Generalized Gradient Approximation
(GGA) [63, 64], meta-GGA [65], hyper-GGA [66] and generalized Random Phase Ap-
proximation [67]. In a review by Perdew et. al. [68], a classification of these methods is
illustrated by the so-called Jacob’s ladder of approximations (Figure 4.1).

The classification is based on the dependence of the functional on one or more of the
variables: the electron density, ρ(r), its gradient, ∇ρ(r), its Laplacian, ∇2ρ(r) and/or
the kinetic energy density, τ . The dependence of the above mentioned functionals on the
variables is shown in Figure 4.1 to the right side of each rung. Ascending the ladder, more
physical constraints are introduced to the functional and a more accurate solution of the
Kohn-Sham is expected to be obtained.

The simplest functional and still the most commonly used one, is the LDA [61, 62].
Although the true form of the EXC is not known, it can be modeled to a high precision
for a homogeneous electron gas (HEG). The HEG is a hypothetical electronically neutral
system in which electrons move in a uniform distribution of equal positive charges. The
LDA assumes that at each position, we can set the exchange-correlation potential equal
to the exchange-correlation potential of a corresponding HEG at that electron density:

VXC[r] = VHEG
XC [ρ(r)]

Therefore, only the local density is used to define the LDA. It is written as:

EXC[ρ(r)] =

∫
εHEG
XC [ρ(r)]dr (4.15)
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LDA

GGA
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generalized PRA
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ρ, ∇ρ

ρ, ∇ρ, ∇2ρ/τ

ρ, ∇ρ and orbitals for 
exact exhange

occupied and unoccupied 
orbitals

Figure 4.1: The Jacob’s ladder classification of exchange-correlation functionals for DFT [68]. The
first rung of the ladder is the simplest EXC functional and the ladder ends in the heaven of chemical
accuracy where no approximation is used. To the right of the ladder, the variable(s) that the
functional depends on is (are) listed.

where εXC is the energy density and it is a sum of the exchange and correlation contribu-
tions. As mentioned earlier, (Eq. 4.14), VXC is the functional derivative of EXC. The VXC
for the HEG has been carefully tabulated and parametrized from quantum Monte Carlo
simulations as well as other many-electron methods [66, 69].

The next rung of the Jacob’s ladder is GGA which is a functional of the electron
density and its gradient. The most widely used functional of this category is the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [63, 64]. It turns out that GGA is in some cases more accurate
than LDA. However, including the gradient of the electron density in GGA does not in
general guarantee a better performance of the functional. GGA tends to overestimate
lattice parameters while LDA tends to overbind and underestimate them.

The more sophisticated functionals fall outside the scope of the current thesis. Inter-
ested readers are referred to the reviews in Refs. [68, 70, 71].

4.6 Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method

The first step in setting up the Kohn-Sham equations (Eq. 4.13) is to define the Hartree
potential. But to do so, we must know the electron density. The electron density can
be determined from the single-electron wavefunctions via Eq. 4.8. These wavefunctions
are the solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations. Therefore, The the equations must be
solved iteratively. The procedure of finding the solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations is
often referred as the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method. It is illustrated in Figure 4.2 and
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summarized in the following steps:

1. A first guess of the electron density, ρ(r), is used. For instance, ρ(r) can be a
superposition of atomic electron densities.

2. Assuming an approximated form of EXC, the Kohn-Sham equations are solved us-
ing the trial density.

3. The new value of the electron density is calculated from the solutions of the Kohn-
Sham equations, ψi(r), using Eq. 4.8.

4. The new density is compared with the trial density. If close to each other within a
certain precision, then the new density is the ground state density and can be used
to compute the ground state energy through Eq. 4.10.

5. If the densities are different, step (3) is repeated by solving Khon-Sham equations
using the new density. The process continues until the solution does not change
anymore to within a defined tolerance with respect to the energy, density or Kohn-
Sham wavefunctions.

Construct Kohn-Sham equations using an approxi-
mated EXC functional.

Guess an initial density (ρ(r))

Solve Kohn-Sham equations and find the Kohn-Sh-
am wavefunctions (ψi(r))

Determine the electron density, ρ´(r), using:
ρ´(r) = Σψi

*(r)ψi(r)

Converged?No!

Yes!

Compute the total energy using the 
calculated ground state density.

ρnew(r)
=

ρ´(r)

Figure 4.2: The iteration procedure for solving the Kohn-Sham equations.
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4.7 Plane-wave basis sets

The wavefunction is represented by a basis set. Various basis sets can be used for different
systems. For instance, localized basis sets are more appropriate to describe the wavefunc-
tion of a molecular system. Using these basis sets, molecular orbitals can be constructed
from a combinaton of atomic orbital basis functions. This approximation is known as the
Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals-Molecular Orbitals (LCAO-MO) method. In
the case of solids with an inherent periodicity, plane-wave basis sets are more natural to
use.

The wavefunctions of periodic solids satisfy the Bloch’s theorem:

ψn,k(r) = eik.run,k(r) (4.16)

where k is the wavevector¹ which is a quantum number that reflects the periodicity of the
lattice and n is the band index referring to n−th energy band. The Bloch wavefunction,
ψn,k, is a product of a plane-wave, eik.r, and a periodic function, un,k(r) with the same
periodicity as the crystal lattice. The periodic part can be expanded using a basis set as
follows:

un,k(r) =
∑
m

cGme
iGm.r (4.17)

where Gm vectors are vectors of the reciprocal lattice defined by Gm = m1b1 +m2b2 +
m3b3 (mi real). The reciprocal space lattice vectors are related to the real space vectors,
ai, as: Gm.ai = 2πmi for all m. The wavefunction will then have the following form:

ψn,k(r) =
∑
Gm

cn,(k+Gm)e
i(k+Gm)r (4.18)

It concludes that if the wavefunction can be written as Eq. 4.16 using k, it can also
be expressed using k + Gm. Thereby, the wavefunctions differing by a reciprocal lattice
vector, Gm, depict the same Bloch wavefunctions. On the other hand, it is enough to
only sample the first Brillouin zone² (BZ) of the lattice because the k vectors in the first
BZ are in-equivalent, i.e., that every wavefunction has a unique k in the first BZ.

4.7.1 Energy cutoff

The Kohn-Sham equations (Eq. 4.13) can independently be solved at each point in the
k-space (the reciprocal space). At each k-point, the wavefunction can be extended over an
infinite number ofGm vectors. But, one cannot use all terms in the expansion due to com-
putational limits. Instead, the plane-wave basis set (Eq. 4.18) must be truncated at some

¹A wavevector is a vector that describes the phase variation of a plane-wave in x, y and z directions. The
magnitude of the wavevector is the wavenumber.

²The Brillouin zone is defined as the primitive unit cell in the reciprocal space. The first Brilluoin zone is
the locus of points in the reciprocal space with no Bragg planes between them and the origin.
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point. The wavefunctions oscillate rapidly near the core region due to high kinetic energies
of electrons near the nuclei. Therefore, a large number of expansion coefficients are re-
quired to reproduce the curvature of the wavefunction at these regions. Alternatively, one
can use pseudopotentials (Subsection 4.7.4) which result in smooth pseudo-wavefunctions
corresponding to lower kinetic energies. The solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations (the
wavefunctions) are consisted of kinetic energy terms of the form: 1

2 |k+G|2. Therefore,
a cutoff kinetic energy can be defined to truncate the wavefunction when the following
condition is fulfilled:

Ecutoff ≥ 1
2
|k+Gcutoff|2

To know where to truncate the basis set, a convergence study with respect to a series
of energy cutoffs is often performed.

4.7.2 Supercell approach

The Bloch theorem applies to crystalline solids since the crystal is a periodic replication of
a primitive unit cell. An artificial periodicity can be defined for systems that are lacking
periodicity like a crystal with defects or the surface of solids. In such cases, a supercell of
the system is constructed and the periodic boundary condition is applied to that. Two
supercells are illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: The replication of (a) a supercell made up of a few layers of a bulk crystal plus some
amount of vacuum on top of the surface and (b) a supercell of a crystal with one vacancy. The
solid lines show the boundary of one unit cell. The supercell is replicated in all directions.

In Figure 4.3a, the supercell is a replica of slabs of a bulk crystal. The slabs are separated
from each other in the direction perpendicular to the slab surface by inserting a vacuum
layer. The replication of a supercell containing a vacancy is shown in Figure 4.3b.
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The main issue with defining an artificial periodicity is to be careful with the effects
arising from unwanted interactions between the supercell and its replicas. For instance,
the thickness of the vacuum layer in the slab supercell (Figure 4.3a) should be sufficient
to ensure that the slabs in different supercells do not interact with each other. On the
other hand, to prevent the interaction of the two surfaces of the slabs with each other, a
sufficiently thick slab should be used. In the case of a supercell with an isolated defect
(Figure 4.3b), the size of the supercell should be large enough to prevent interaction with
the defects in neighboring replicas. These constraints impose more convergence tests when
the supercell model is used; including convergence with respect to the thickness of the
vacuum layer, the number of slabs layers, the size of the supercell with an isolated defect.

4.7.3 Integrations in the reciprocal space

So far we know the form of equations to be solved by DFT. When a plane-wave basis set is
chosen, the integrals in the Kohn-Sham equation (Eq. 4.13) are evaluated in the reciprocal
space, so-celled k-space. The integrals are of the form:

g =
Vcell

(2π)3

∫
BZ

g(k)dk (4.19)

where the integration goes over BZ. Vcell is the volume of the cell in the real space and is
related to the volume of BZ by: VBZ = (2π)3

Vcell
.

The integral which is defined over all possible values of k in the BZ, can be approx-
imated by numerical methods. One approach is to evaluate the integral over a set of
discrete points in the BZ. These sets of points define a k-point grid which is chosen in a
way to result in the convergence of the calculations as a function of the grid density. One
way for choosing an appropriate k-point grid is the Monkhorst and Pack method [72].
Following this approach, for integration over the BZ of a cubic crystal with equal lengths
of the reciprocal vectors, M number of k-points in each lattice direction (an M×M×M
k-point grid) can be chosen.

The symmetry of the solid can be used to sample the integration meaning that the
integration is only performed on a portion of the BZ, known as the Irreducible Brillouin
Zone (IBZ). Then, the integration is extended over the whole BZ. For example, a 6×6×6
Monkhorst-Pack grid for GaAs unit cell with Zinc-blende symmetry contains 63 points
in the BZ, while there is only 28 distinct points in the IBZ and the integration is only
evaluated over these points.

4.7.3.1 Smearing

For metals, the integrals are not evaluated over continuous functions because the IBZ
contains occupied and unoccupied bands. These two regions are separated by the so-
called Fermi surface. Therefore, the integrand functions are discontinuous at the Fermi
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surface. The integration then requires a large number of k-points to obtain converged
results.

One way to improve the convergence is the smearing method. The mostly used smear-
ing method is the one developed by Methfessel and Paxton [73]. In this algorithm, the
integrand functions are forced to be continuous at the discontinuity. The smearing pa-
rameter is another variable for which a convergence study needs to be conducted.

4.7.4 Pseudopotentials

A many-electron atom is made of core electrons and valence electrons. Core electrons are
tightly bound to the nucleus. To wavefunctions of the core electrons oscillate rapidly in
the core region. The large number of expansion coefficients (corresponding to high and
computationally expensive cutoffs) are required to represent their wavefunctions using a
plane-wave basis set. However, it can be assumed that the core electrons and the nuclei
are frozen (Frozen core approximation). This approximation makes sense because it is the
valence electrons that play the major role in chemical binding of the atoms and some phys-
ical properties. Thus, the electron density of the core states can be replaced by a smoothed
effective density, reproducing an effective potential known as pseudopotential [74].
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of pseudopotentials properties. The solid curves represent the real form
of the potential, Vreal, and the wavefunction, Ψreal, and the dashed curves are the pseudopotential,
Vpseudo, and the pseudo-wavefunction, Ψpseudo. Beyond the cutoff radius, rcutoff: Vreal = Vpseudo
and Ψreal = Ψpseudo.

Using a pseudopotential results in a non-oscillatory and smooth pseudo-wavefunction
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of the valence electrons. The pseudopotentials should be transferable, i.e., pseudopoten-
tials of isolated atoms should reproduce different chemical configurations. They should
also require as small energy cutoff as possible. The smaller the energy cutoff, the softer the
pseudopotential. Moreover, beyond a certain cutoff radius, the pseudo-wavefunction and
the pseudopotential must agree with the real wavefunction and potential. These properties
are illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Many classes of pseudopotentials have been developed to satisfy the required prop-
erties. The mostly used ones are norm-conserving pseudopotentials [75], ultra-soft pseu-
dopotentials [76] and Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [77–79].

In the norm-conserving approach, the wavefunction is a nodeless function restricted
to the condition that below the cutoff radius, the norm of the pseudo-wavefunctio should
be equal to that of the full wavefunction. This category of pseudopotentials need high
cutoffs for strongly localized orbitals. In other words, they are hard pseudopotentials. The
ultra-soft pseudopotentials are more computationally efficient and require lower cutoffs.
The PAW method combines the full-electron and pseudopotential methods. Because we
mainly used the PAW method in our calculations, the methodology will be discussed
separately (Subsection 4.7.4.1).

4.7.4.1 Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method

The PAW approach is a generalization of the augmented wave method [80] and the pseu-
dopotential approach. The idea behind the augmented wave method is the assumption
of augmentation spheres around each atom. The wavefunctions inside the sphere are
atom-like partial waves and outside the sphere, some envelope function defines the wave-
function. In the PAW method, the true Kohn-Sham single-electron wavefunction, |ψn⟩,
is obtained by applying a linear transformation operator, T̂ , on an auxiliary smooth wave-
function, |ψ̃n⟩:

|ψn⟩ = T̂ |ψ̃n⟩ (4.20)

where label n contains a band index, a k-point and a spin index. |ψn⟩ and |ψ̃n⟩ differ only
in the core region. The core region is estimated by augmentation spheres enclosing the
atoms and we can then write:

T̂ = 1 +
∑
R

T̂ a (4.21)

where a is an atom index and T̂ a is only non-zero inside the augmentation region of
atoms. The cutoff radius is chosen in a way that there is no overlap between the aug-
mentation spheres. Inside the augmentation sphere, the pseudo-wavefunction |ψ̃n⟩ can
be represented by partial wavefunctions, |ϕai ⟩. Each of these partial waves can also be
mapped by auxiliary smooth partial wavefunctions, |ϕ̃ai ⟩,

|ϕai ⟩ = (1 + T̂ a) |ϕ̃ai ⟩ (4.22)
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for all i and a. Outside the augmentation sphere, the partial wavefunction is identical
to its auxiliary partial wavefuction, i.e., the pseudo-wavefunction generated by the pseu-
dopotential. If the pseudo-partial wavefunctions, |ϕ̃ai ⟩ , form a complete basis set, we can
expand the pseudo-wavefunctions inside the core region as:

|ψ̃n⟩ =
∑
i

cai |ϕ̃ai ⟩ (4.23)

where cai are the expansion coefficients. Since the transformation is assumed to be linear,
the expansion coefficients must be linear functionals of |ψ̃n⟩:

cai = ⟨p̃ai |ψ̃n⟩ (4.24)

where |p̃i⟩ functions are called projector functions and inside the sphere: ⟨p̃ai1|ϕ̃ai2⟩ =
δi1,i2. Therefore, the transformation operator can be defined by having all-electron partial
wavefunctions |ϕai ⟩, pseudo-partial wavefunctions |ϕ̃ai ⟩ and projector functions |p̃i⟩ as:

T̂ = 1 +
∑
a

∑
i

(
|ϕai ⟩ − |ϕ̃ai ⟩

)
⟨p̃ai | (4.25)

By applying the transformation operator, the full-electron Kohn-Sham wavefunction
is obtained:

ψn(r) = ⟨r|ψn⟩ = ψ̃n(r) +
∑
a

∑
i

(
ϕai (r)− ϕ̃ai (r)

)
⟨p̃ai |ψ̃n⟩ (4.26)

4.7.5 Final remarks

In this chapter, we discussed the principles of DFT and how it can be used in practice to
calculate some properties of the materials. DFT reduces the solution of the many-body
Schrödinger equation to finding a set of one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals. The formalism
would be exact if the exact form of the XC functional was known. In practice, an approx-
imated XC functional is used. The total energy is calculated by solving the Kohn-Sham
equations. The numerical methods are implemented for solving the equations, hence,
demanding the convergence of the calculations with respect to a few variables. When a
plane-wave basis set is used, the convergence of the total energy as a function of kinetic
cutoff energy, the density of the k-points, the smearing factor (for metals) are necessary
to be checked. The numerical precision depends on the property to be calculated and
is usually specified by a tolerance. The energy is said to be well-converged if the abso-
lute value of the energy difference between two last SCF iterations becomes less than the
user-defined tolerance.



Chapter 5

Thermodynamic modeling

This chapter focuses on providing the results of the systems that we have assessed based
on the CALPHAD method. In Section 5.1, an example of assessing the As-Zn binary
system will be given. After that, in Section 5.2, two examples of ternary system assess-
ments will be discussed: Au-In-Ga and As-Au-Ga ternary systems. For the Au-In-Ga
system, since there was no experimental data, we measured the system using the exper-
imental techniques discussed in Chapter 3. We identified a new ternary phase and the
ternary solubilities of the binary phases. Eventually, the system was assessed based on
the experimental findings. The As-Au-Ga ternary system was calculated using only the
constituting binaries and compared to the available experimental data. In Section 5.3,
the size-dependent phase diagram of the In-Sb system will be presented. Finally, we will
outline the thermodynamic modeling of the point defects and impurities in Section 5.4.

5.1 As-Zn binary system

Our first example of a thermodynamic assessment is the development of a database for
the As-Zn binary system [35]. The idea here is to outline the assessment procedure of
a binary system. The reader is referred to Paper VI [35] for details of this work. There
was no published thermodynamic database for this system, i.e., its phase diagram could
not be calculated and only a hand-drawn phase diagram according to the experimental
data was available [81]. Nevertheless, many phase diagram data [82–86], crystallographic
data [87–91] and thermochemical data [86,92,93] on the system existed. The experimental
phase diagram data on the system is shown in Figure 5.1a.

The starting point in such a case is to identify the phases in a system and their crystal
structure. The crystal structure of the phases in the As-Zn system and the composition
range of each phase are listed in Table. 5.1. Based on the crystal structures, an appropriate
Gibbs energy model for each phase is adapted which is also shown in the table. There
are three solution phases in the system: (As) and (Zn) and liquid. According to the
experimental data, there is no (or negligible) solubility of the second element in the (As)
and (Zn) phases. The measurements showed that enthalpy of mixing of the liquid phase
is V-shaped at about 60 at.% Zn [86]. Therefore, the liquid phases is modeled using
the associate solution model (Subsection 2.2.2.1) using As2Zn3 associates. There are two
stoichiometric phases in the As-Zn system: As2Zn and As2Zn3, both are modeled using
CEF (Subsection 2.2.3.1). As2Zn shows a narrow homogeneity range in the composition,
hence, it is modeled by two sublattices where the solubility of As on Zn sublattice is taken

43
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Figure 5.1: (a) Measured phase diagram data for the As-Zn system. The data of Refs. [82–86] are
shown by ▲, #, 3, T and F, respectively. (b) The calculated As-Zn phase diagram using the
parameters optimized in Ref. [35].

into account. There are three polymorphs of the As2Zn3 phase: α-As2Zn3, α′-As2Zn3
and β-As2Zn3, all are modeled by two sublattices. All these data will be entered in the
setup file (Section 2.3) in an appropriate format.

The next step is to identify the reactions through which the phases form or decompose.
There are three eutectic reactions, two polymorphic transformations and two congruent
melting reactions for this system. These data will be included in the POP file (Section 2.3).
The POP file also includes the thermochemical data such as enthalpies of formation of the
stoichiometric phases, the enthalpies of mixing in the liquid phase, the heat content data,
the liquidus temperaturs etc. ¹ It is recommended to avoid thermochemical data that are
derived from measurements (e.g., derived enthaplies of mixing from heat content mea-
surements) for assessments as far as possible. If there is no measurements on the enthalpy
of formation of the phases, it is advised to use the calculated values. We have used the
first-principles calculated enthalpies of formation of the As2Zn and As2Zn3 phases [94].

Subsequently, the model parameters of the Gibbs energies are fitted to the experimen-
tal data in the assessment step. The setup file and the POP file are assembled to a work
file, so-called PAR file at this point. The assessor assigns weights to the experimental data
if there are discrepancies between them. Some data may even be excluded and only be
used for comparison purposes. The outcome of this step is the adjustment of the model
parameters with which the phase diagram as well as other diagrams of interest can be cal-
culated. The calculated As-Zn phase diagram using our optimized parameters is shown
in Figure 5.1b.

¹The vapor pressure data are also added if the system includes a gas phase.
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Table 5.1: Gibbs energy models, compositional range and the crystal structure of all phases in the
As-Zn binary system.

Phase Prototype, struktur-bericht,
Space group and Pearson
symbol

Composition
(at.% Zn)

Model Ref.

Liquid - - (As,As2Zn3,Zn) -
As-rhombo α-As, hR6, A7, R-3m 0 (As,Zn) [87]
Zn-hcp Mg, hP2, 194, P63/mmc 100 (Zn,As) [88]
As2Zn ..., mP24, ..., P21/c 33.3-33.5 (As)2(As,Zn) [89]
α′-As2Zn3 ..., tP40, ..., P42/nbc 60 (As)2(Zn)3 [90]
α-As2Zn3 ..., tl160, ..., 141cd 60 (As)2(Zn)3 [91]
β-As2Zn3 CaF2, cF12, A3, Fm-3m 60 (As)2(Zn)3 [91]

5.2 Ternary systems

The development of a ternary database begins with the extrapolation from the constituting
binary systems. At this stage one needs to make sure that the phases with the same crystal
structure have the same Gibbs energy models. Then the extrapolated phase diagram is
compared to the experimental data, if there is any. If the experimental data are lacking, one
cannot be sure how correct the extrapolation is and one needs to perform measurements
on the system. Specifically, the presence of ternary phases or the ternary solubility of the
binary phases cannot be predicted by extrapolation. The great advantage of CALPHAD
is that the experimental evaluation of a ternary system can be done on a minimal number
of alloy compositions. We will discuss two examples of ternary system assessments. The
first case is a ternary system with no phase diagram data available in the literature. The
second example is about a ternary system where extrapolation from by sub-binaries agrees
well with the experiments reported in the literature.

5.2.1 Au-In-Ga: experimental investigation and detecting a ternary phase

Our first example of the evaluation of a ternary phase is the assessment of the Au-In-Ga
ternary system. The thermodynamic database of Au-In-Ga ternary system was lacking
in the literature and the only available measurement on the system was restricted to the
Au-rich part of the system [95]. The constituent binaries Au-Ga [11, 96], Au-In [97, 98]
and In-Ga [99–104] had previously been assessed. For the Au-Ga and In-Ga binaries,
the parameters assessed by Wang et al. [11], and Anderson and Ansara [99] were used,
respectively. In the case of the Au-In system, all parameters were taken from the assessment
by Liu et al. [98] except for one parameter which we modified from that in Ref. [98] due
to the change in the unary description of the fcc-In phase in [97].
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Figure 5.2: (a) The isothermal section of the Au-In-Ga system at 553 K is calculated from sub-
binaries without any ternary parameter. The compositions of 26 samples which were used for
experiments are superimposed on the diagram. (b) The same isothermal section is calcualted using
the optimized database that includes the ternary phase, ternary interaction parameters of the liquid
phase and the ternary solubility of the binary phases. The position of the new ternary phase,
Au2InGa2, is marked by an empty circle and the solubility levels of AuIn, AuIn2, AuGa and AuGa2
phases are highlighted with solid black lines. The single phase regions are shaded with purple. In
the two-phase regions, the tie-lines are shown. The three-phase regions are those encompassed by
the triangles.

An isothermal section of the Au-In-Ga ternary at 553 K was constructed by extrapo-
lating from the sub-binaries. Figure 5.2a shows the extrapolated isothermal section. Based
on the calculated isothermal section, a number of alloy compositions were then chosen to
perform measurements on the system using DTA, XRD, SEM and EDS techniques. The
sample compositions are marked on Figure 5.2a. The measurements resulted in the detec-
tion of a new ternary phase. Moreover, the solubility levels of the third element in binary
phases were determined using XRD and EDS. The liquidus and phase transition temper-
atures were found using the DTA results. The details of the experimental measurements
are discussed in Paper II [13].

The measurements displayed the presence of a new ternary phase, Au2InGa2, at about
40 at.% Au composition. The new ternary has an ordered close-packed structure with
alternating hexagonal and cubic packing. The unit cell is isostructural to Pt2Sn3 [105]
and is composed of four Au atoms, two In atoms and four Ga atoms. It has the lattice
constants of a = 4.20473(16)Å and c = 12.09673(5)Å and belongs to the space group
194, P63/mmc. The two-dimensional schematic of the unit cell of Au2InGa2 compound is
shown in Figure 5.3. Only considering the geometry of the unit cell, strong homoatomic
bonding due to presence of puckered Ga 63 nets and Au-Au dumbbells was primarily
expected. However, subsequent electronic structure calculations, to our surprise, showed
that Au2InGa2 is stabilized due to strong interactions between the heteroatomic bonds Au-
Ga and Au-In. The details of the crystal structure refinement and the electronic structure
analysis are discussed in Paper I [52].
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Figure 5.3: The unit cell of the new ternary phase Au2InGa2. The constituting atoms Au, In
and Ga are illustrated with different colors, orange, green and blue, respectively. The dashed
rectangle indicates the boundary of one unit cell. The geometric sequence is composed of ten
layers: ABCBAABCBA while the atomic sequence comprises of five layers: GaAuInAuGa.

In the next step, a three-sublattice model for the new ternary phase was adapted:
(Au)0.4(In)0.2(Ga)0.4. Since the ternary phase was an ordered phase, no solubility of the
second element on the sublattices were considered. The models of the binary phases with
substantial ternary solubility: AuIn, AuGa, AuIn2 and AuGa2 were also changed to in-
clude the observed solubility levels. In all cases, the first sublattice is occupied by Au and
on the second sublattice, Ga and In mix. The only ternary interaction parameter which
was added to the description was the regular ternary interaction parameter of the liquidus
phase. All phases in the Au-In-Ga ternary system and the corresponding Gibbs energy
models are summarized in Table 5.2.

Finally, the optimization was performed in the PARROT module [39] of the Thermo-
Calc software [40]. The PARROT optimizer works based on the least-squares fitting
method in which the sum of squares of the errors is minimized [2]. The error is the product
of the difference between the calculated and observed quantities and a given weight to the
observed quantity. The optimization resulted in a set of self-consistent parameters which
can reproduce most of the experimental data. The details of the assessment is explained in
Paper III [14] where, using the optimized parameters, the relevant diagrams are calculated.
Also, an isothermal section of the phase diagram at 553 K is shown in Figure 5.2b.
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Table 5.2: All phases in the Au-In-Ga ternary system and the selected substitutional and sublattice
models in the assessment according to the discussion in Section 2.2. In the current optimization,
the ternary solubility in AuIn, AuIn2, AuGa and AuGa2 binary phases [13] were taken into account.
A ternary interaction parameter for the liquid phase was also optimized. Moreover, the new ternary
phase Au2InGa2 [52] was added to the system.

Phase Space group Model

Liquid - (Au,Ga,In)
(Au) Fm-3m (Au,Ga,In)
(In) I4/mmm (In,Ga)
(Ga) cmc2 (Ga)
hcp P63/mmc (Au,Ga,In)
d024 P63/mmc (Au,Ga,In)

Au4In-HT - (Au).785(In).215

Au4In-Lt P-3 (Au).78(In).22

Au3In Pmmn (Au).75(In).25

Au9In4 P-43m (Au).692(Au,In).231(In).076

Au7In3 P-3 (Au).7(In).3
Au3In2 P-3m1 (Au).5(Au,In).333(In).1667

AuIn P-1 (Au).5(In,Ga).5
AuIn2 Fm-3m (Au).67(In,Ga).33

Au7Ga2-HT P-62m (Au).789(In).21

Au7Ga2-LT - (Au).78(In).22

Au7Ga3 - (Au).7(Ga).3
AuGa Pnma (Au).5(Ga,In).5
AuGa2 Fm-3m (Au).67(Ga,In).33

Au2InGa2 P63/mmc (Au).4(In).2(Ga).4

5.2.2 As-Au-Ga: only extrapolation

Sometimes, extrapolation of a ternary phase diagram from its constituting binaries results
in a good match to the measured data on the ternary system. To give an example, three
vertical sections of the As-Au-Ga ternary system: GaAs-GaAu, GaAs-Au and GaAs-AsAu,
are calculated and shown in Figures 5.4a-c, respectively. The vertical sections (also called
isoplethal sections) are extrapolated from the binary systems: As-Au [106], As-Ga [107]
and Au-Ga [11] without any ternary parameter. For this ternary system, there were DTA
measurements reported by Panish in Ref. [108] which are superimposed on the diagrams.
According to Ref. [108], no ternary phase has been identified for this system. The calcu-
lated vertical sections agree very well with the experimental data.

Another example of this kind is the evaluation of As-Ga-Zn ternary system which is
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Figure 5.4: (a) GaAs-GaAu, (b) GaAs-Au and (c) GaAs-AsAu vertical sections of the As-Au-Ga
ternary system are extrapolated from sub-binaries. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [108].

explained in Paper VI [35]. In that work, only a slight modification of the liquid phase
was enough to obtain a good agreement with the measurements.

5.3 Size-dependent phase diagram

Nano-scale alloy systems with at least one dimension below 100 nm have different phase
stabilities than those observed in the macro-scale systems. This is due to a large surface
to volume ratio of small systems and has been observed in experiments [109–111]. The
phase equilibria of a nano-scale system can be modeled using CALPHAD. There has also
been many studies on the theoretical modeling of the phase diagram of the nano-scale sys-
tems [110,112–116] with other methods than CALPHAD. We have used the extended CAL-
PHAD method to calculate the size-dependent phase diagram of In-Sb (Paper V) [117].

The CALPHAD approach can be used to predict the thermodynamic properties of
alloy nanoparticles with a radius larger than 5 nm. Below this size, the average surface
energy of the solid particles decreases due to the contribution of edges and vortices, hence,
the CALPHAD method may not be applicable [118,119]. Tanaka et. al. [119–121] extended
the CALPHAD technique to predict the phase transitions of nano-scale systems. Later,
Park and Lee [122] developed an approach for calculating the phase diagram of nano-
scale systems using available software for phase diagram calculations such as Thermo-
Calc [40]. This model was further improved and optimized for varying geometries by
Lee and Sim [123] and for systems containing intermetallic phases by [124, 125] and Sim
and Lee [126]. There has also been some experimental studies [111,124,127,128] on thermal
analysis of nanoparticles to compare with the CALPHAD calculations, all showing a good
agreement.

To calculate the size-dependent phase diagram of a thermodynamic system, the size-
dependent surface energy terms are added to the Gibbs energy expressions of phases. For
details of modeling, the reader is referred to Paper V [117] and references there. In this
section, we briefly explain the thermodynamic equations for the size-dependent phase
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diagram of a binary A-B system based on Refs. [122, 123]. The total Gibbs energy of
a nano-scale phase (a phase with finite boundaries) with A and B components can be
expressed as:

GTotal,nano =Gbulk + Gsurface =

xA◦Gnano
A + xB◦Gnano

B + RT[xA ln xA + xB ln xB] + GEx,nano (5.1)

where xi is the molar fraction of component i (i = A or B) and ◦Gnano
i is the standard

Gibbs energy of component i (at 298 K and 1 atm). R and T are the gas constant and
the temperature, respectively. With bulk, we mean the bulk of the material far from the
surface. The surface is assumed to be a hypothetical phase in equilibrium with the bulk
phase and with a similar Gibbs energy expression. GEx,nano is the excess Gibbs energy
which is usually expressed by a Redlich-Kister polynomial [30] as:

GEx,nano = xAxB
∑

Lvnano(xA − xB)v (v = 0, 1, 2, ...) (5.2)

where Lvnano is the interaction parameter which is a function of temperature and size as:

Lvnano = (a+
a′

r
) + (b+

b′

r
)T+ (c+

c′

r
)T lnT+ ... (5.3)

where a, b and c are taken from the bulk thermodynamic database (a typical CALPHAD
database) while a′, b′ and c′ are parameters to be fitted to the surface energy terms. The
surface energy contribution to the Gibbs energy, Gsurface, of an isotropic spherical particle
with radius r can be expressed by the following relation:

Gsurface =
2CσiVi

r
(5.4)

where σi is the surface energy and Vi the molar volume of component i (i = A,B or al-
loy). C is a correction factor accounting for uncertainty of surface tension measurements,
the changes in the shape of a nano-structure with the size and the surface strain due to
non-uniformity of surface tension for particles smaller than a critical size. For the liq-
uid phase it is usually assumed that C = 1 [118]. For solid phases, the correction factor
can be determined by comparing the measured melting points of small particles with the
calculated values. Eq. 5.4 can be modified for different geometries as well [123].

We need to know the surface energy of the pure elemental phases, solution phases
and intermetallic phases to modify the Gibbs energy of a nano-scale system. The surface
tension of substitutional alloys can be calculated using the Butler equation [129]:

σalloy =σA +
RT
AA

ln(
xsurface
A

xbulk
A

) +
1
AA

[GEx,surface
A (T, xsurface

B )− GEx,bulk
A (T, xbulk

B )]

=σB +
RT
AB

ln(
xsurface
B

xbulk
B

) +
1
AB

[GEx,surface
B (T, xsurface

A )− GEx,bulk
B (T, xbulk

A )] (5.5)
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where σi is the surface tension of the pure i (i = A or B) in the solution phase. Ai is the
molar surface area of one monolayer of pure i. GEx,surface

i and GEx,bulk
i are the partial excess

Gibbs energy of component i in the surface phase and the bulk phase, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Sb-rich side of the bulk In-Sb phase diagram is shown with solid line. The phase
diagram of In-Sb nanoparticles with radius= 10 nm are shown with the dashed line (σnanoparticle

InSb =
σInSb, 111 ). Pure Sb and In-Sb alloy particles are shown in solid and patterned colors, respectively.

The surface energy of intermetallic phases can be obtained using first-principles calcu-
lations. We have calculated the surface energy of the InSb intermetallic compound using
the slab model and Abinit code [130] within the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [61].
The projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method was used to describe the interaction of the
electrons with the ionic cores [77]. The details of the surface energy calculations can be
found in Paper V.

After plugging the size-dependent surface energy terms into Gibbs energy functions
and calculating the excess surface energy of the solution phases, the phase diagram as a
function of size can be obtained. Because the growth mechanism of a materials system
depends on its phase diagram, a size-dependent phase diagram would be useful for under-
standing and modeling the growth mechanism of nano-scale structures. In particular, the
size-dependent In-Sb phase diagram can be used in predicting the nucleation process of
In- or Sb-seeded InSb nanowires [131–134]. An example is illustrated in Figure 5.5 where
the Sb-rich side of the In-Sb phase diagram for a bulk system and for a spherical particle
with the radius of 10 nm are shown. We have considered a large particle that resembles
the bulk and a 10 nm particle. The nucleation of InSb from Sb seed particles involves
the following steps: (1) Solid Sb particles are heated up. (2) At an elevated temperature
which is usually well below the melting point of the pure solid, Sb particles dissolve some
amount of In and become liquid. (3) When the particles are supersaturated with In, the
solid InSb phase crystallizes from the liquid alloy. According to the diagrams, the 10 nm
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Sb particle should dissolve about 10 at.% more In than the larger particle to become su-
persaturated at slightly above the eutectic temperature which is 100 K lower for 10 nm
particles. This may cause a delayed nucleation of nano-scale particles affected by a higher
eutectic solubility.

5.4 Modeling point defects

The electronic properties of semiconductors can be tuned via intentional doping. There
might also be unintentional doping due to the formation of native defects as vacancies,
interstitials and anti-sties. In addition to these, during the Au-seeded VLS growth of
nanowoires, Au atoms may also incorporate in the growing semiconductor. All these
effects can be included in the Gibbs energy model of the semiconductor [135–140]. For
instance, the GaAs compound can be expressed by a four-sublattice model to include
vacancies (Va), dopant (D), anti-site and interstitial defect concentrations as follows:

(Ga,VaGa,AsGa,DGa)
α(As,VaAs,GaAs,DAs)

β(Va,Di)
γ(Va, e−, h+)δ (5.6)

The main constituents of the first two sublattices, α and β, are Ga and As sites, re-
spectively. VaGa, AsGa, DGa notations are Ga vacancy, As anti-site and a dopant impurity
on Ga site, respectively. The third sublattice, γ, is the interstitial site. The charge state
of the ionized impurities and native defects are represented by a forth sublattice (lacking
geometrical interpretation), δ. The Gibbs energy model of GaAs (per mole) is expressed
as:

Gm =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

yαi y
β
j y

γ
k y

δ
l
◦Gijkl + RT

∑
s

as
∑
i

ysi ln y
s
i +

ExGm (5.7)

where ysi is the site fraction of constituent i on sublattice s (α and β, γ and δ). ◦Gijkl
is the Gibbs energy of the end-member compounds and as denotes the stoichiometric
coefficients of the sublattices which is unity for all four sublattices of the GaAs model.
The first term of the Gibbs energy expression is the surface of reference and the second
term is the configurational entropy. The last term is the excess energy of mixing which
is usually assumed to be zero because a dilute concentration of defects and impurities in
GaAs is considered.

In practice, the formation energies of the end-member compounds are calculated
using first-principles calculations [141, 142]. The calculated energies are used as starting
points of the assessment. The model parameters will subsequently be fitted to experimen-
tal data on the defect concentrations.



Chapter 6

Summary and outlook

The fabrication (growth) of nanowires via VLS is accompanied by the formation of a
new phase. The gas phase growth precursors reside and decompose on the surface of
the seed particles and form an alloy with the particles by dissolving in them. Once the
seed particles are supersaturated, the crystalline phase of nanowries forms by precipitation
from the particles. Therefore, to understand the growth mechanism and to control it, the
knowledge on the phase equilibria of nanowire materials systems is necessary. We have
performed the thermodynamic modeling of a few materials systems which are relevant for
nanowrie growth. We have used the most common method for thermodynamic database
development and phase diagram calculations, the CALPHAD technique.

We have experimentally studied the Au-In-Ga ternary system using DTA, XRD, SEM
and EDS techniques. As a result, a previously unknown ternary phase, Au2InGa2, and
ternary solubilities were identified. The system were subsequently assessed based on the
obtained experimental results. We showed that the thermodynamic modeling of this
ternary system can be useful to understand the state of the seed particle in the growth
of III-V heterostructure nanowires containing Ga and and In and seeded by gold parti-
cles. This database can be extended to include the group V elements so that to provide a
more complete thermodynamic description of Au-seeded III-V nanowires.

As-Zn binary and As-Ga-Zn ternary systems were also assessed. Due to the V-shaped
form of the enthalpy of mixing in the liquid phase, the liquid phase was modeled using
the associate solution model. After assessing the As-Zn system, the As-Ga-Zn ternary
system was extrapolated using the sub-binaries. Only by a slight modification of the
ternary liquid phase, the results agreed very well with the available experimental data.
The thermodynamic modeling of the As-Ga-Zn system is useful for modeling the growth
of GaAs nanowires which are doped by Zn atoms. As an extension to this database, the
seed particle component (which is often Au) can be added.

We also studied the capillary shift of the phase boundaries for a nano-scale alloy sys-
tem, the In-Sb binary system. The Gibbs energy models of the phases in the In-Sb sys-
tem were modified by adding an extra term arising from the surface energy contributions.
This size-dependent term proved to decrease the liquidus temperatures and eutectic points
while the solubility at the eutectic points increased. The surface energies of the solution
phases were estimated using the Butler equations. The surface energy of the intermetallic
InSb phase was calculated by DFT calculations using the slab model. With this assess-
ment, we showed how a CALPHAD database can be extended to describe a nano-scale
system by including the surface energy terms to the Gibbs energies.
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54 CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We finally outlined the thermodynamic modeling of a semiconductor compound,
GaAs, containing impurities and point defects. The formation energies and hence the
relative stability of the defects and impurities are calculated using DFT and supercell cal-
culations. The obtained energies will be used as starting points of the assessment proce-
dure. In the future, we are interested in providing a model for GaAs including vacancies
and dopant concentrations. We would also consider the seed particle impurites which
can accumulate in the nanowires during VLS growth. Ultimately, this model can be used
in combination with gas phase calculations in order to relate the gas phase ratios of the
growth materials (e.g., dopant/III or dopant/V ratios) to the solid phase concentrations
of the defects and impurities.

All in all, we have demonstrated the procedure of developing thermodynamic databases
by means of experimental measurements, first-principles calculations and CALPHAD
modeling. We have also provided examples of the different kinds of the diagrams that can
be calculated using the prepared databases. Moreover, examples of using our databases
for interpreting/predicting nanowire growth results have been presented.
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